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The problem. The study determined what differences
existed between the levels of job satisfaction registered by
teachers from schools with certified bargaining units and
the levels of job satisfaction registered by teachers from
schools without certified bargaining units.
Procedures. The Minnesota Satisfaction Questionnaire, a
measure of satisfaction withtwenty..,.one different aspects of
the work environment, was administered to teachers from
se:J.,ected Iowa public schools with certified bargaining units
and without certified bargaining units. Means were calculated
for each job s a t.Lsfac t.Lon scale and the Hotelling's T2, a
multivariate analysis, was conducted. An additional analysis
of the data was conducted using the nonparametric chi-square.
Findings. No significant differences existed between
the levels of job satisfaction of teachers from schools with
certified bargaining units and the levels of job satisfaction
of teachers from schools without certified bargaining units.
Conclusions. A review of the literature indicated
varied and complex reasons existed for increased teacher
militancy and organization. Teacher dissatisfaction was
found to be one of the major factors in increased bargaining
activity. However, the findings of the study indicated that
teachers from schools with certified bargaining units are no
more dissatisfied with twenty-one aspects of their jobs than
teachers from schools without certified bargaining units.
Recommendations. The needs of individual staff members
are important. Boards of education and school administrators
should create an environment which places an emphasis on the
positive contributions of the collective bargaining process
that seek to satisfy the needs of individual staff members.
Studies of the leadership styles of administrators and boards
of education should be conducted to determine whether or not
the type of leadership influenced the job satisfaction levels
among the teachers in the study. Replications of this study
in states other than Iowa should be conducted to determine
whether teachers who have been involved in the collective
bargaining process for shorter or greater periods of time
differ significantly in their job satisfaction levels. Similar
studies should be conducted examining factors such as age, sex,
experience, and training to determine if such demographic data
influence teachers' job satisfaction levels.
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CHAPTER ONE
Introduction
School administrators are witnessing dramatic politi-
cal, sociological, and economic changes which are affecting
educational personnel policies and practices. Castetter
describes these changes:
The twentieth century has been referred to as
the second great transition in the history of
mankind. This period has been identified by
Boulding as the time of the transition from
civilized to postcivilized society. The magnitude,
rate, and scope of change in the affairs of man
during this era have been unprecedented. Vast changes
are taking place not only in science and technology,
but in social institutions as well, including modi-
fications in the moral, religious, aesthetic, politi-
cal, economic, and educational aspects of life.
Educational institutions have not been excluded
from this upheaval. At no time has the ferment in
education been more dramatic than during the 1960 1 s .
It was then that teachers began to organize exten-
sively in protest against employment conditions.
The movement has since led to demands for better
salaries, protection from physical assault, econ-
omic security, freedom from paternalism, and the
right to participate in decisions affecting the
conditions under which school personnel work. l
Serving as a pacesetter for the extensive organization
of teachers was the American Federation of Teachers (AFT).
lWilliam B. Castetter, The Personnel Function in
Educational Administration (New York: Macmillan Publishing
Co., rnc., 1976), p . 382.
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2O'Neil has identified major influences in the development
of teacher militancy that have had a profound effect in the
increase of collective bargaining activity since World War
11. 1 They are:
1. More men have entered careers in public education
during the past twenty years than in the entire century
before.
2. The shortage of teachers during the two decades
prior to the end of the Sixties placed teachers in a
seller's market.
3. Gains that could be won by employees through col-
lective action were demonstrated by labor unions.
4. School management and the public did not respond
to inequities in teacher pay, assignment, conditions of
work, and in other matters of importance to teachers.
5. The publiC, as well as those within the teaching
profession, became aware of the discrepancies in the
economic rewards for teaching, as compared to those in
other occupations.
6. Teachers' self-perceptions as second-class
citizens became solidified and precipitated a revolt
through the courts and their own organizations.
lRoy J. O'Neil, Counterproposals for School Boards in
Teacher Negotiations (Illinois: Countersearch, 1972),
pp. 1-2.
37. The level of education and preparation of teachers
continued to increase.
8. The inevitable counteractions to teacher militancy
itself have become a new set of stimuli, which have
broadened the cleavage between school boards and adminis-
trators and their teachers, and helped produce a new
generation of teacher demands.
In response to those demands, the principle of "self-
governance" was developed in 1970 by the National Education
Association (NEA). The NEA journal, Today's Education,
defined the idea as "Governance . . . self-regulation .
autonomy for the teaching profession. By whatever name, the
meaning is the same: the fixing of responsibility for pro-
fessional decisions with the teaching profession."l
Included in the concept of self-governance was control
over certification, or, over who shall teach; evaluation of
teaching performance, or how teaching is to be done; and
conditions under which professional services shall be ren-
dered including curriculum, class size, pupil discipline,
teacher assignment, transfer and working conditions, class
load and hours of employment, educational policy and goals,
and a host of others relating directly or indirectly to self-
h f e s s i 2governance or control of t e pro eSSlon.
IO'Neil, p. 5.
2 I b i d., p . 6.
4Legislation for self-goverance by Iowa teachers was
supported and lobbied for by members of the Iowa State Educa-
tion Association (ISEA). That support, in part, led to the
successful passage of the Iowa Public Employment Relations
Act (FERAl in 1974 by the Iowa legislature (Appendix A) •
The collective bargaining law for public employees
gave teachers the right to continue their promotion of the
concept of self-governance. The mandatory subjects of bar-
gaining as defined in Section 9 of the FERA include wages,
hours, vacations, insurance, holidays, leaves of absence,
shift differentials, overtime compensation, supplemental
pay, seniority, transfer procedures, job classifications,
health and safety matters, evaluation procedures, procedures
for staff reduction, in-service training, and other matters
mutually agreed upon by the two parties. Other subjects of
bargaining are permissive and only mandatory subjects can
be brought to impasse procedures.
Since the passage of the Iowa public Employment
Relations Act, local education associations in 77 percent
of Iowa's 443 school districts have become certified bar-
gaining units and have legally established the right to
formally negotiate with their school boards. l
lIowa Association of School Boards, "Supplement to
IASE Employee Relations Memo" (Des Moines: Iowa Associa-
tion of School Boards, 1979), Tab #18.
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Discussion of the Problem
The laws of the State of Iowa and the Iowa Constitu-
tion dictate that the affairs of public schools be admin-
istered by a school board, and that school districts are
organized for the purpose of management, control and
government. It is a political or civil subdivision of the
state established for the purpose of aiding in the exercise
of the governmental function which relates to the education
of children. l
The Iowa Association of School Boards (lASB) endorses
the principle that the powers of a school district are
derived from the legislat.ure. It maintains that a collec-
tive bargaining agreement cannot give the school board
power to do something that it cannot by statute already do.
"The collective barga.ining agreement (contract) serves as
a restriction upon the school board J s authority. ,,2
O'Neil concluded that both teachers and boards find
that many of the matters on the bas of
state code or local rules are frozen to because con-
trol has been transferred out of repositories
of 3
A. and Fred B.
Teacher Contract Propofjals (Des
of School Boards, 1975l, p. i
6have been identified as a legal move to capture, by legal
means, essential controls away from school boards.
School boards must carefully define their roles in the
negotiation process and identify major influences within
their districts that have an effect on increased formal
bargaining activity. Two major influences have been teachers'
needs and their levels of satisfaction.
According to Abraham Maslow, all people are in the
process of seeking, to various degrees, the satisfaction of
certain basic needs. These human needs are physiological
needs, safety, belongingness and love, esteem, and self-
actualization. I The extent to which teachers exert an
effort to satisfy their needs through employer-employee
negotiations may be a reflection of the degree to which the
needs of the employees are perceived by themselves as
being met.
Teachers' needs are varied and complex. They may,
then, differ in their levels of aspiring to satisfy their
needs or they may be at varying distances from having their
felt needs satisfied.
Eight years after the passage of Iowa's collective
bargaining law, 23 percent of the schoOl districts in Iowa
do not have certified bargaining units. It is then presumed
lRoss Stagner and H. Rosen, Psychology of Union-
Management Relations (California: Wadsworth, 1965), p. 25.
7that there are differences between groups of teachers in
different schools.
Statement of the Problem
This study determined the differences between the
levels of job satisfaction of teachers in certified bar-
gaining units and the levels of job satisfaction of teachers
who are not in certified bargaining units.
Rationale of the Study
As the practice of collective bargaining extends to
increasing numbers of school systems throughout the nation,
it becomes apparent that greater attention must be given to
organization or to reorganization of the personnel function. l
The collective bargaining process is closely related
to the personnel function of a school district. The pro-
cesses and outcomes of collective bargaining are important
to many people. School district employees' lives are en-
riched or made more difficult as a consequence of collective
bargaining. Educational services of students may be
affected. Public officials must cope with economic and
political consequences of bargaining. Some are citizens
whose goal of greater involvement in educational decisions
may seem threatened by bargaining.
The collective bargaining process must produce an
lcastetter, p. 385.
8environment in which school administrators and boards of
education can protect the interests of the school and
ultimately the student. Thus, established goals can be
met, while taking advantage of all opportunities in the
collective bargaining process to satisfy the needs of indi-
vidual staff members and to create a framework conducive to
goal achievement. l
The environment of collective bargaining has been
2
studied extensively by Cresswell and Murphy who have drawn
the following conclusions:
1. The social and political environment seems to be
growing more open to collective bargaining. The legal frame-
work in which bargaining occurs is becoming more and more
tolerant of teachers' needs to organize and bargain collec-
tively.
2. Teacher militancy as a movement seems to be giving
way to teacher unionism as an institution. Bargaining has
become less an ideological crusade and more a routine
operation of well-organized unions and associations.
3. Boards of education, courts, and legislatures
seem unsure of appropriate responses to the teacher mili-
tancy movement and the institutionalization which seems to
lCastetter, p. 386.
2Anthony M. Cresswell and Michael
and Collective Bargaining (California:
Corporation, 1976), pp. xiv-xv.
J. Murphy, Education
McCutchan Publishing
9follow.
4. Bargaining is establishing two strong parties,
one representing management and board of education interests,
the other representing the interests of organized teachers.
Other parties with interests in educational decision
making find they must work through one of these two parties.
5. Teacher union activity is stressing two major
motivating drives. One is that teachers feel they are not
receiving their just economic rewards; the other is that
teachers are not happy with their present organizational
status and will not be satisfied until they have achieved
greater influence over the decision mechanisms of the
schools employing them.
6. Collective bargaining as a result of teacher
militancy is in part attributable to the general growing
militancy of society. Teachers have been influenced by
success in the civil rights movement and other aggressive
expressions of aggrieved groups.
The environment of collective bargaining has an
important effect on an organization and its goals. School
administrators, then, must study the level of job satisfac-
tion among teachers so that common goals of the educational
organization can be identified, pursued, and realized.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study was to determine what dif-
ferences existed between the levels of job satisfaction
10
registered by teachers from schools that formally negoti-
ated a contract with the school board and the levels of
job satisfaction registered by teachers from school dis-
tricts that did not formally negotiate collective bar-
gaining agreements with the school board.
The need for more information on the relationship
between collective bargaining and job satisfaction prompted
the following hypothesis:
Null Hypothesis
There is no difference between the levels of job
satisfaction registered by teachers from schools with certi-
fied bargaining units and the levels of job satisfaction
registered by teachers from schools that do not have
certified bargaining units.
Significance of the Study
A study of work satisfaction is significant in that
work is a major factor in the lifestyles of Americans. For
a considerable number of people, the need for a sense of
participation, achievement, and meaning is often left un-
1
satisfied by the jobs performed at the workplace.
The degree to which teachers exert an effort to
satisfy their needs through employer-employee negotiations
1Thomas G. Shackmuth, "Creating Job Satisfaction in
a Static Teacher Market,lI Clearing House, LII (January,
1979), 229-232.
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may have enormous significance for the school system, its
personnel, its students, and the community. The process
of collective bargaining will have a profound effect on the
extent to which goals of the school can be realized.
If it is known that the level of job satisfaction is
related to the attitudes of teachers toward pursuing collec-
tive bargaining, it may be beneficial for both parties to
mutually identify and pursue common goals of the educa-
tional organization as well as the needs of the teachers.
School systems are comprised of people, and people will
determine whether the system succeeds or stagnates, serves
its clients effectively, or squanders its limited re-
sources aimlessly.l
Education of children should be a common goal of
boards of education, teachers, administrators, and commun-
ity people. Should employee satisfaction levels influence
the realization of that goal? It is important that the
school administrators study those satisfaction levels and
select strategies that will either maintain or improve upon
those levels.
Definition of Terms
American Federation of Teachers. Commonly referred to
as AFT, this is a "union of classroom teachers affiliated
lcastetter, p. 30.
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with the American Federation of Labor and the Congress of
Industrial Organizations (AFL-CIO) .n l Most of the AFT
strength lies in large bargaining units in large cities.
Arbitration. If the two parties cannot settle a dis-
pute by negotiation and mediation, many negotiated agree-
ments provide for arbitration. In arbitration, both parties
agree beforehand to accept the decision of the person or
th h t 11 h 1 h d ' 2persons eyave muua y c osen to sett e t elspute.
There are two kinds of arbitration. Impasse arbitration
occurs during the negotiation process and grievance arbitra-
tion occurs during the life of the contract.
Certified Bargaining Unit. An employee group that has
legally established a right to formally negotiate with an
employer.
Collective Bargaining. A method whereby representa-
tives of the employees and employer determine the condi-
tions of employment through direct negotiations, normally
resulting in a written agreement or contract setting forth
the wages, hours, and other conditions to be observed for
the duration of the contract. 3
1Thomas P. Gilroy and others,
Collective Negotiations (Columbus:
PUblishing Co., 1969), p. 49.
Educator's Guide to
Charles E. Merrill
2Augustus H. Smith, Economics for Our Times
(New York: McGraw-Hill, 1966), p. 426.
3Gilroy and others, p. 50.
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Contract. A written agreement, generally of speci-
fied duration, arrived at as a result of negotiation
between an employer and employees. The contract sets forth
conditions of employment such as wages, hours, fringe
benefits, and the procedure to be used in settling differ-
ences that may arise during the term of the contract. l
Demands. Proposals, offers, stipulations, or issues
which are presented by either the employer or the employee's
organization for negotiation.
Fact-finding. Investigation of an employer-employee
dispute by a board or panel. Fact-finding boards issue re-
ports which describe the issues in the dispute and fre-
quently make recommendations for their resolution. 2
Impasse. A deadlock in the negotiating process where
there is no meeting of minds. Neither party will make
further modification of its position. Usually indicated by
a breakdown in the bargaining process where discussions
3
cease.
Management. Term applied to the employer and his
representatives who are responsible for the administration
and direction of an enterprise. 4 In schools this would
include superintendents, assistant superintendents, other
lGilroy and others, p. 51.
3I b i d., p. 52.
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central office administrators, principals, and assistant
principals. Departmental heads, athletic directors, and
other such positions may be listed as either management or
labor depending on state laws, local policies, or the job
descriptions.
Mediation. The introduction of a third party neutral
used for settling a dispute where agreement is resolved by
the parties themselves as opposed to arbitration where the
decision is made for the parties.
National Education Association. Commonly referred to
as NEA, this is the largest educational organization in the
nation. The NEA has affiliations at both the state and
local levels.
Negotiations. The collective bargaining process by
which a group within an organization asserts itself such
that the desires of the individual employees become known
and considered by the management of that organization.
Private Sector Bargaining. The extension of collective
bargaining into two areas: craft-union bargaining in handi-
craft industry, and industrial-union bargaining in mass
production industry.l A 1974 amendment to the National
Labor Relations Act included not-for-profit hospitals and
nursing homes.
lEdwin Beal, Edward Wickersham, and Philip Kienast,
The Practice of Collective Bargaining (Illinois: Richard D.
Irwin, Inc., 1976) 1 p. 49.
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Professional Negotiations. Term preferred by the NEA
but with the same meaning as the union term "collective
bargaining."
Professional Negotiator. Person who negotiates for
either employee or employer as his profession.
Public Sector Bargaining. The extension of collec-
tive bargaining to United States government agencies and
state and local political subdivisions. Teachers, police,
firefighters, and postal workers are public sector employees.
Superintendent. School district's chief administrator
and chief executive officer of the board.
Teacher. A school employee who spends all or part of
the time in the classroom and who is in direct contact
with students in promoting the learning process. 1
Teacher Salary and Salary-related Items. Teachers'
wages and those fringe benefits which require financial
outlay.
Limitations
The scope of the study was limited to public sector
bargaining encompassing selected Iowa public school dis-
tricts with enrollments of 500 students or less.
Organization of the Study
Chapter I presents the background of the topic, the
problem, the rationale, and the significance of the study.
IGilroy and others, p. 54.
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Chapter 2 is a review of the literature as it pertains
to this study.
Chapter 3 describes the designs of this study and the
methodology that will be used.
Chapter 4 contains a statistical analysis of the
collected data.
Chapter 5 presents a discussion of results of this
study and their possible implications for future studies.
CHAPTER TWO
Related Literature
Brief History of Collective Bargaining
Teacher bargaining and militancy began in earnest with
the strike against the New York public schools by the
United Federation of Teachers, AFL-CIO in 1962. 1 A written
contract and a good economic package were the results of
the strike.
A wave of militancy swept the ranks of classroom teachers
following the New York teacher strike. Between 1968 and
1970 there were 312 teacher strikes involving over four
million lost work days. 2 This militancy produced a drama-
tic rise in the number of teachers under collective bar-
gaining agreements.
Most state and local teacher organizations are
affiliated with one of two national organizations, the
National Education Association (NEA) or the American
Federation of Teachers (AFT). The climb to power of these
organizations as the voices of the teaching profession did
much to forward the cause of collective bargaining in schools.
IBeal, Wickersham, and Kienast, p. 489.
2I b i d., p , 490.
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Prior to the end of the 1960's, the policies and prac-
tices of the two organizations were not in harmony. The
AFT advocated collective bargaining and strikes when neces-
sary. It excluded school administrators from its membership
and saw its job as the advocate of both the pecuniary and
professional interests of classroom teachers. l
The NEA saw itself as primarily a professional organ-
ization of educators. It maintained a passive interest in
economic and teacher working conditions. Teaching was work
done primarily for public service and secondarily for
earning one's living. It denounced the use of strikes and
shunned the adversary relation it saw implicit in bargain-
ing. The NEA stressed the oneness of all educators, and
administrators were not only members/ but traditionally
dominated its leadership.2 The NEA has/ over the course of
years, changed its stand from a passive interest in economic
and teacher working conditions to an active voice in legis-
lation and total school district concerns.
Now/ in the 1980's/ the NEA and its state and local
affiliates are competing with the expanding American
Federation of Teachers for recognition of exclusive negotia-
tion rights in many school districts. This competition has
occurred since the AFT af liate, the United Federation of
Teachers of New York City/ was the victor over the NEA in a
2Ibid" p. 491.
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major election held in 1961. The New York victory
triggered the AFT to other victories in Philadelphia,
Detroit, and other major areas. l
By the late 1960's, both the AFT and NEA strongly sup-
ported collective bargaining as a right of the teaching
profession. In addition to the rise of power of the teacher
organizations, numerous court decisions and legislative
enactments have also been instrumental in bringing collec-
tive bargaining to the public sector.
In 1935, the Wagner Act was signed into law. The act
guaranteed and protected the rights of workers to organize
unions and to bargain collectively through their chosen
representatives. It prohibited employers from interfering
with the efforts of workers to organize unions.
The Wagner Act, which created the National Labor
Relations Board (NLRB) as an independent administrative
agency to implement its provisions, was amended with the
passage of the Taft-Hartley Act in 1947.
This act provided for a new and more nearly equal
status between labor and management. Under Taft-Hartley,
United States government and the states or any political
subdivision of either were excluded from the jurisdiction
of the NLRB.
In the 1960 1s, two presidential orders gave the right
lcresswell and Murphy, p. 24.
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to public employees to bargain collectively. In 1962,
President Kennedy issued Executive Order 10988 which
affirmed the right of federal employees to join or refrain
from joining labor organizations. It set up procedures for
bargaining unit determination and for recognition. l
In 1967, President Johnson appointed a panel to review
Executive Order 10988 and to recommend improvements. The
major recommendations of the panel dealt with four substan-
tive issues. They were the establishment of a workable
third-party procedure for resolving negotiation impasse since
strikes were forbidden, the establishment of a central
authority to coordinate administration of the order and
issue definitive interpretations of its provisions, simp1i-
fication of the kinds of recognition accorded unions, and
widening the scope of negotiations at all levels, primarily
through decentralization of bargaining activity.2
Action on the panel's findings was taken in 1969 when
President Nixon issued Executive Order 11491. This new
order created the Federal Service Impasse Panel, dropped
"formal" and "informal ll recognition as defined in the old
order, added specific criteria for bargaining unit determina-
tion and recognition and brought collective bargaining in
federal employment closer to the industrial model.
1Be a L, p. 477.
2 'd 478Lb i, ., p. .
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In 1975, Executive Order 11838 broadened the scope of
negotiations. All major changes in an agency's personnel
policy and practices were made mandatory subjects of bar-
gaining even when a contract was already in force.
These federal legislative enactments and the actions,
policies, and practices of the major teacher organizations
have influenced the development of major theories and pro-
cesses of collective bargaining at the state level, including
Iowa, where passage of the Iowa Public Employment Relations
Act in 1974 by the Iowa legislature gave public employees
the right to bargain collectively.
Collective Bargaining: Theory and Process
Professional negotiation has been defined as a set of
procedures, written and officially adopted by the local
staff organization and school board, which provides an
orderly method for the school board and staff organization
to negotiate on matters of mutual concern, to reach agree-
ment on these matters, and to establish channels for media-
. 1
tion and appeal in the event of an lmpasse.
Professional negotiations, as identified by Castetter,
have several important characteristics essential to its
understanding. 2 They are:
IT. M. Stinnett, Jack K1einmann, and.Martha Ware,
Professional Negotiation in Public Educatlon (New York:
Macmillan Company, 1966), p. 2.
2castetter, pp. 383-384.
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1. T~e ma~or goal of unions or employee associa-
tlons 1S to. maximize opportunities and security
for the membership. These include a higher
sta~d~rd of li~ing, financial protection,
pos1t1on secur1ty, rights, and opportunity for
a~vancement. The main goal of the administra-
t10n of a school system is to operate that sys-
tem effectively in the public interest and to
retain the authority and rights it needs to
accomplish this purpose. Unions seek to restrict
unilateral decision-making by the board of
education, and to modify decisions so that they
are in accord with the needs and desires of the
membership. The school system resists moves
that appear to encroach upon its prerogatives.
2. Collective bargaining goes beyond the willing-
ness of a board of education to hear from, listen
to, or be consulted about conditions of employ-
ment. Collective negotiation means codetermin-
at ion of the terms of employment, which, when
mutually agreed to, bind both parties to those
terms.
3. Formal acknowledgment (recognition) by the board
of education of an employee organization to
represent all employees of that jurisdiction
(members and nonmembers) means acceptance by the
board of the collective negotiations principle.
4. Collective negotiation in the public sector gives
the public employee the right to participate,
through his chosen representative, in the deter-
mination of personnel policies and practices that
affect conditions of employment. The extent of
such participation and the principles and pro-
cedures governing its exercise are matters for
which satisfactory solutions are yet to be reached.
5. If more than one personnel association is recog-
nized by the board of education, each of the units
separately designates its negotiating representa-
tive. Large school systems, for example, may have
one negotiating unit for teachers, one for main-
tenance personnel, and one for secretarial and
clerical workers. Coalition negotiation involves
a systemwide entity representing all personnel,
even though they belong to separate units.
6. Any negotiated agreement must be within the limits
of the board's lawful authority.
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7. Even when ~he board adheres to the principles
o~ collec~lve negotiations, it may receive the
Vlews of lndividuals or of other personnel groups
not formally recognized as negotiating units.
Agreement on the terms and conditions of employment,
however, must be reached with the representatives
of~icially.designatedby the recognized negotiating
unlt or unlts.
8. Collective negotiation imposes restrictions on
both the school system and the personnel associa-
tion or union. Unilateral action is prevented.
The school system must negotiate with the official
negotiating unit or units.
9. The collective negotiations process in a school
system consists essentially of two subprocesses:
agreement negotiation and agreement administration.
This is considerably different from other personnel
processes in that it transcends the boundaries of
the school system by its impact on the political,
social, economic, and educational facets of local
communities, the state, and nation. A collective
negotiations agreement in New York, for example,
may have far-reaching consequences for school
systems across the state and nation.
The ultimate goal of collective bargaining is the
establishment of a sound and stable relationship between the
school system and its teachers. Such a sound relationship
should be an integral part in attaining the basic goals of
an organization. Attaining the long-term system goals
requires a positive philosophy of collective negotiations.
Walton and McKersie have identified two basic kinds of bar-
. . I
gaining relationships in the negotlatlons process.
In distributive bargaining, the goals of both parties
are in conflict. Views are assumed to be fixed, so that one
lcastetter, pp. 392-393.
personls gain anotherlg Goals are not
as conflicting are
perceived as areas of mutual concern.
traditional and most cossaon of
in school systerns is perhaps
prevalent is the
Less
a
approach to
agreement resolution. The
tricts, a the
teachers.
reasons
are are
with many of the changes that are occurring in education.
Perry and Wildman have identified several major factors in
increased teacher organization since the 1960 1s. 1 They are:
1. The desire by teachers for more money and benefits
which, they have discovered, collective negotiations perhaps
can deliver.
2. The percentage of males in teaching is increasing
and teachers of both sexes are better trained and prepared
than ever before.
3. Teachers want a voice in formulating the rules and
lCharles Perry and Wesley A. Wildman, The Impact of
Negotiations in Public Education (Ohio: Charles A. Jones
Publishing Company, 1970), pp. 13-15.
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policies of the system which control their lives.
4. Legislation that grants bargaining rights to
teachers is both a crucial cause and effect of the new
teacher militancy.
5. The NEA/AFT rivalry which is intensified by the
desire of the larger labor movement to organize the white
collar workers of this country.
6. The problems of the big city school system have
generated teacher dissatisfaction which spurs organization.
7. The new militancy represents a defensive reaction
to widespread disenchantment with and criticism of teachers
and the public education enterprise.
8. Collective action, demonstrations, and thrusts for
power are both fashionable and effective in our society.
IAccording to Engel, teachers are demanding an oppor-
tunity to improve their professional as well as economic
status and working conditions. Through their employee
organizations, they hope to find a nearly equal voice with
boards of education in developing educational policies.
Moskow2 has identified three areas of potential con-
flict in any school system which may result in teacher
militancy. First, there is a possible conflict over the
lCresswell and Murphy, p. 23.
2Michael Moskow, Teachers and Unions (Philadelphia:
University of pennsylvania, 1966) r p. S.
allocation of funds to puhlic education. The
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of a
communi ty may vary from al.'i1illingness to spend more on
public education to a strong resistance to any further
increases the funds allocated. Teachers t on the other
hand, usually want higher salaries and in some cases want
more funds allocated to education in general..
Second, there is a possible conflict concerning the
rules that govern the employee/employer relationship. A
school administrator often wants to maintain a degree of
flexibility on matters such as class size, number of
teaching assignments, seniority, and transfer plans
teachers want protection from any arbitrary
of t.he rules ~
A third area of potential concern occurs over the
professional function of the teacher. Professionals are
often confronted with a wide variety of problems which re-
quire the application of a high degree of intelligence and
specialized training. Thus, they seek greater control over
their jobs and a share in the decision making that affects
them.
Sinicrop and Gilroyl have identified aggressive
organizing by unions in the pub c sector to be a major
force contributing to the growing interest in collective
lAnthony Sinicrope and T. P. Gilroy, co~lective. .
B ., . th Iowa Public Sector (Iowa C'i, ty: Uni,ve r s i, tyargal.nl.ng l.ne
of Iowa, 1968) r p. 18.
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bargaining. Also relevant to this interest is the growing
feeling of public employees that the benefits being gained
in the private sector are relegating the public employee to
a form of second class economic citizenship. Many semi-
professional and professional public employees feel that
they are not being treated as professionals and only through
group activity can they achieve the status they feel is due
them.
Liebermanl considered six reasons for the adoption of
collective bargaining in certain types of private and
public employment. These reasons are as follows:
1. In enterprises employing large numbers of personnel
doing the same type of work, the individual employees doing
such work are practically helpless to improve their lot by
individual negotiations.
2. Collective bargaining strengthens an occupational
group.
3. People wish to have a voice in the determination
of their working conditions. Through collective bargaining,
employees can choose someone to ascertain, express, and
advocate their views.
4. Collective bargaining offers the most feasible
method of raising the status of the employees. The status
of an employee group is partially determined on the extent
1M n L1.'eb·erman Education as a Profession (Newyro .... ,.. . . . ... 341-342Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1956), pp. .
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to which it has a voice in the determination of its working
conditions.
5. The existence of large nUmbers of people doing the
same kind of work leads to common interests which lead to
joint action to advance those interests.
6. There are grave dangers in any system of employment
which relies chiefly upon decisions handed down from the
top to determine the conditions of employment. In some
situations, there may be no substitute for coercion, but the
fact is that there is an increase in employee efficiency and
responsibility where employees have a corporate responsibil-
ity in the determination of their working conditions.
Lieberman emphasized that it is important to see that
these reasons for collective bargaining are not confined to
their value in protecting employees from exploitation.
Employees have something positive to contribute to the
determination of their conditions of service and to the
efficiency of that service.
While collective bargaining has sometimes occurred as
a response to dictatorial tactics of employers, and that
many employers have accepted collective bargaining only
under legal compulsion, collective bargaining has proved
itself to be much more than a protective and defensive
technique for which there would be no need if all employers
were fair.
Lieberman maintains that an emphasis on the positive
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contribution of collective bargaining is necessary and that
the view that collective bargaining is something to be in-
voked only should the employer try to take unfair advantage
of his employees is much too narrow. These relationships
among employers and their employees have served as the basis
for research in the area of job satisfaction.
Job Satisfaction
A review of the literature reveals that there are two
basic theories of job satisfaction: one by Herzberg, Mausner,
and Snyderman, and the theory of Robert Schaffer. The dimen-
sions of these two theories are found in Table L Schaffer
conceptualized job satisfaction as a function of individual
needs and need satisfaction. He hypothesized that overall
job satisfaction varies directly with the extent to which
those needs of an individual which can be satisfied in a
job are actually satisfied. The stronger the need, the more
closely will job satisfaction depend on the fulfillment of
that need.
Schaffer's study supported his hypothesis. The
strongest needs correlated more closely with the overall
measure of job satisfaction than did the weaker needs.
Found to be the strongest need was creativity and challenge.
Mastery and achievement were second, social welfare was
third, and dependence was last.
Using a sample of 200 engineers and accountants from
the Pittsburgh area, Herzberg, Mausner, and Snyderman
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Table 1
Theories of Job Satisfaction
A.The Needs of Schaffer's Theory
Recognition and approbation
The need to have one's self, one's work, and other
things associated with one's self known and
approved by others.
Affection and interpersonal relationships
The need to have a feeling of acceptance by and
belongingness with other people.
The need to have people with whom to form these
affective relationships.
Mastery and achievement
The need to perform satisfactorily accord.ing to
one's own standards. The need to perform well
accordance with the self-perception of one's
abilities.
Dominance
The need to have power over and control of others.
Social welfare
The need to help others, and to have one's efforts
result in benefit to others.
Self-expression
The need to have one's behavior consistent with
one's self-concept.
Socioeconomic status
The need to maintain one's self and one's family
in accordance with certain group standards with
respect to material matters.
Moral value scheme
The need to have one's behavior consistent with
some moral code or structure.
DependenceThe need to be controlled by others. Dislike of
responsibility for one's own behavior.
Creativity and challenge
The need for meeting new problems requiring initia-
tive and inventiveness and for producing new and
original works.
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Table 1 (continued)
Economic security
The need to feel assured of a continuing income.
Unwillingness to "take a chance" in any financial
matters.
Independence
The need to direct one's own behavior rather than
to be subject to the direction of others.
B. The Factors of the Motivation to Work Theory
Motivators (job content)
Achievement
Recognition
The work itself
Responsibility
Advancement
Hygiene factors (job environment)
Company policy and administration
Technical abilities of supervision (incompetence)
Salary
Interpersonal relations--supervision
Working conditions
Interpersonal relations--peers
Personal life
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designed a study to test the concept that man has two sets
of needs: his needs as an animal to avoid pain and his
need as a human to grow PSYChologically.1
The engineers and accountants were asked to describe
times in their lives when they felt particularly good and
when they felt particularly bad about their jobs. The
interviewers probed for the reasons why the engineers and
accountants felt as they did. The workers were also asked
if the feelings of satisfaction in regard to their work had
affected their performance, their personal relationships,
and their well being. The subjects also described a sequence
of events that resulted in negative feelings about their
jobs. 2
These factors were found to be high determiners of job
satisfaction: achievement, recognition, work itself,
responsibility, and advancement, the last three being of
greater importance for lasting change of attitudes. These
five factors appeared very infrequently when the workers
described events surrounding feelings of job dissatisfaction.
These factors were found to be primarily related to job
dissatisfaction. The major dissatisfiers were company
policy and administration, supervision, salary, interpersonal
Iprederick Herzberg, Work and the Nature of Man
(New York: Thomas Y. Crowell Company, 1966), p. 71.
2 I b i d., p. 72.
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relations, and working conditions. These factors served
only to bring about job satisfaction and were rarely in-
volved in events that led to positive job attitudes.
Since the dissatisfier factors essentially describe
the environment and serve to prevent job dissatisfaction
while having little effect on positive job attitudes, they
have been labeled as IIhygiene" factors. This is an analogy
to the medical use of the term meaning IIpreventative and
environmental. III
The satisfier factors were labeled IImotivators ll since
findings of the study suggest that they are effective in
motivating the individual to superior performance and
effort. 2 At a psychological level, the two dimensions of
job attitudes reflected a two-dimensional need structure:
one need system for the avoidance of unpleasantness and a
3parallel need system for personal growth.
Herzberg's Theory should be of interest to managers
because it can lead to higher production and effort--these
are the management's interests. The worker is interested
in himself as an individual. He looks around his environ-
ment and seeks methods by which he can interact most profit-
ably with the situation in which he finds himself. The
needs of the organization and the needs of the individual
1Herzberg, p. 74.
3 I b i d . , p. 75.
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are matched when man is seeking fulfillment of these needs
to grow psychologically.
Job Satisfaction in Education
An examination of job satisfaction among teachers may
provide school administrators with important concepts for
understanding the basis of and need for emphasizing motiva-
tion and commitment of teachers. Sergiovanni and Starratt
applied Herzberg's motivation-hygiene theory to teachers and
formulated the following conclusions:
1. There are certain conditions in work that teachers
expect to enjoy. If these conditions are present
in sufficient quantity, teachers will perform
adequately, but only adequately. If these con-
ditions are not present in sufficient quantity,
teachers will be dissatisfied and work performance
will suffer.
2. The conditions in work which teachers expect as
part of the traditional legal work relationship
are called hygienic factors. Their absence re-
sults in teacher dissatisfaction and poor per-
formance. Their presence maintains the tradi-
tional legal work relationship but does not motivate
performance. Hygienic factors are associated with
the participation investment in work.
3. The factors which contribute to teachers' exceeding
the traditional work relationship are called
motivators. The absence of motivators does not
result in dissatisfaction and does not endanger
the traditional work relationship. Motivational
factors are associated with the performance
investment in work.
4. Satisfaction at work is not a motivator of per-
formance per se, but results from quality
performance. Administrators and supervisors should
not use satisfaction as a method of motivating
teachers, but satisfaction should be thought of as
a goal that teachers seek, one that is best obtained
through meaningful work.
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5. Administrators and supervisors who use job
s~t~sfaction to motivate teachers are prac-
tlclng human relations. This has not been
prove~ to be an effective approach. Human
relatlons emphasize the hygienic factors.
6. Administrators and supervisors who consider
job satisfaction as a goal that teachers seek
through accomplishing meaningful work and who
focus on enhancing the meaningful view of work
and the ability of teachers to accomplish this
work are practicing human resources supervision.
This has been proven to be an effective approach.
Human resources development emphasizes the
motivational factors. l
Sergiovanni concluded that teachers who are more
interested in hygienic factors than motivational factors
either have the potential for motivation seeking but are
frustrated by insensitive and closed administrative, super-
visory, and organizational policies and practices; have the
potential for motivation seeking but decide to channel this
potential into other areas of their lives; or do not have
the potential for motivation seeking on or off the job.
Those in the latter two categories use their jobs as a means
2to achieve goals not related to school. Sergiovanni con-
tinues:
Teachers who have the potential for motivation
seeking, but who elect to seek satisfactions of this
kind outside of the school, are by and large good
teachers who give honest labor in exchange for what
they hope to gain from the school. Extraordinary
performance is lacking among them, however, for such
teachers do not have a strong commitment to the school
IT. J. Sergiovanni and R. Starratt. Supervision:
Human Perspectives (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1979), p. 164.
2 I b i d . , p. 169.
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and its purposes. Teachers of this kind will be
with us for a long time, but they cannot be de-
pended upon to substantially upgrade the nation's
schools or to display much interest in becoming
full partners in the school enterprise, unless
they can become attracted to the motivational
factors. Teachers interested primarily in hygienic
factors, but who have potential for being influenced
by the motivation factors, can make significant
contributions to the school's work if kindly, but
firmly and competently, supervised, or when com-
bined with motivation seekers in schools with
differentiated roles and responsibilities for
teachers. Hygienically oriented teachers who have
the potential for motivation seeking, but who are
frustrated by the school and its administration are
unfortunate casualties. When we deny teachers
opportunities to channel motivation expressions
they desire, we not only waste valuable human
resources, but deny youngsters important oppor-
tunities for growth in their schooling. In
general, hygienically oriented teachers think of
their jobs too much in terms of salary, working
conditions, supervision, status, job security,
school policiet and administration, and social
relationships.
Summary of Related Literature
The actions, policies, and practices of the two major
teacher organizations have influenced the development of
major theories and processes of collective bargaining for
teachers. Following a strike against the New York public
schools in 1962, teacher bargaining and militancy began in
earnest.
Numerous court decisions and legislative enactments
have also been instrumental in bringing collective bargain-
ing to the public sector. The Wagner Act in 1935 guaranteed
lsergiovanni and Starratt, p. 170.
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the rights of workers to organize and the Taft-Hartley Act
in 1947 provided for a more nearly equal status between
labor and management. Presidential orders during the
Kennedy, Johnson and Nixon eras also defined procedures
and policies for collective bargaining.
Collective bargaining provides an orderly method for
school boards and teachers to negotiate on matters of mutual
concern. The ultimate goal of collective bargaining is the
establishment of a sound and stable relationship between the
school system and its teachers. This sound relationship
should be an integral part in achieving the basic goals of
a school.
Achieving these goals requires a positive approach to
bargaining. In integrative bargaining, there is a coopera-
tive approach to fact-finding, problem exploration, and
agreement resolution. In distributive bargaining, views
are assumed to be fixed and the goals of both parties are
in conflict. Distributive bargaining is the most common
used by school districts and may be a factor in the union
organization of teachers.
Reasons for increased teacher militancy and organiza-
tion are varied and complex. Factors include the desire
for more money, benefits, and a voice in formulating the
rules and policies of the systems which control their
lives.
The collective bargaining process affects the
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relationships among employers and employees which has an
important effect on the school and its goals. These rela-
tionships have served as a basis for research in the area of
job satisfaction.
Two basic theories of job satisfaction exist. Robert
Schaffer conceptualized job satisfaction as a function of
individual needs and need satisfaction. Herzberg's Theory
identifies five "motivator" factors as high determiners of
job satisfaction. They include achievement, recognition, work
itself, responsibility, and advancement. Five "hygiene"
factors were found to be related to job dissatisfaction.
The major dissatisfiers were company policy and administra-
tion, supervision, salary, interpersonal relations, and
working conditions.
Sergiovanni and Starrat applied Herzberg's motivation-
hygiene theory to teachers and concluded that supervisors
who consider job satisfaction as a goal that teachers seek
through accomplishing meaningful work and who focus on
enhancing this view are practicing human resources super-
vision which emphasizes motivational factors that are
attributed to higher employee performance.
CHAPTER THREE
Methods and Procedures
In analyzing the literature, it was determined that
existing prototype studies were available in the area of
job satisfaction. The methodology of this study was built
upon the strengths of the existing research in order to
obtain comparable data and knowledge.
Selection of the Sample
The Iowa Public Employment Relations Board (PERB) was
asked to identify those Iowa school districts with certi-
fied bargaining units under the provisions of Chapter 20,
Code of Iowa.
Those school districts were compared to a master list
of all Iowa pUblic school districts furnished by the Iowa
Department of Public Instruction. All districts with en-
rollments of 500 students or less were categorized either
as having a certified bargaining unit or as not having a
certified bargaining unit.
Ten school districts were randomly selected from
each category. The Department of Public Instruction was
asked to identify all certified teachers from the selected
twenty school districts.
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Five teachers from each of the twenty school districts
were randomly selected as respondents to the questionnaire.
The Instrument
The Minnesota Satisfaction Questionnaire (MSQ) was used
to measure job satisfaction levels of the respondents
(Appendix B). The Questionnaire is a product of the Work
Adjustment Project studies at the University of Minnesota's
Industrial Relations Center. The MSQ was developed as a
measure of satisfaction with a number of different aspects
of the work environment.
The MSQ consists of 100 items. Each item refers to a
work reinforcer in the work environment. The respondent
indicates how satisfied he is with the reinforcer on his
present job. ve response alternatives are presented for
each item: "Very Dissatisfied; Dissatisfied; Neither
(dissatisfied nor satisfied); Satisfied; Very Satisfied."
Each MSQ scale consists of five items. The items appear
in blocks of twenty, with items constituting a given scale
appearing at twenty-item intervals.
The twenty principal scales are ability utilization,
achievement, activity, advancement, authority, company
policies and practices, compensation, co-workers, creativ-
ity, independence, moral values, recognition, responsibility,
security, social service, social status, supervision--human
relations, supervision--technical, variety, and working
conditions. An overall measure of general job satisfaction
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is obtained by summing across all twenty categories. l Each
scale is defined in Appendix C.
Robert M. Guion, Professor of Psychology at Bowling
Green State University, wrote "Clearly, the MSQ gives rea-
sonably reliable, valid, well-normed indications of general
satisfaction at work and of 20 aspects of that satisfaction,
2collapsible into intrinsic and extrinsic components. 1I
Guion concludes that "the MSQ is well developedj it
holds up well in comparison with a major alternative instru-
ment {Job Descriptive Index}, and it can give detailed
diagnostics or parsimonious summary statements according to
an investigator's needs. 3
Lewi s E. Albright, Director, Organization and Manage-
ment Development, Kaiser Aluminum and Chemical Corporation,
concluded that the data on the reliability "looked quite
satisfactory." 4
Regarding internal consistency, Albright found:
Hoyt reliability coefficients were computed
for some 27 occupational groups for all 20 scales
plus General Satisfaction. Of the 567 coefficients,
lascar K. Buros, The Seventh Mental Measurements
Yearbook (New Jersey: Gryphon Press, 1972), p. 1493.
2ascar K. Buros, The Eighth Mental Measurements
Yearbook (New Jersey: Gryphon Press, 1978), p. 1679.
3 I b i d . , p. 1680.
4Buros, The Seventh Mental Measurements Yearbook,
p , 1493.
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83 percent were .80 or higher and only 2.5 percent
were lower than .70. Stability of theMSQ was
determined by retesting students and employed
p~rsons at one-week and one-year intervals, respec-
t.LveLy , For the one-week period, stability
coefficients ranged from .66 for the Co-workers
scale to .91 for Working Conditions, with a median
of .83. One-year retest correlations were somewhat
lower, ranging from .35 for Independence to .71
for Ability utilization, median of .61. Canonical
correlation analysis was also performed on the
retest data and indicated that both the one-week and
one-year coefficients (.97 and .89, respectively)
were significant beyond the .001 level. l
Administering the Instrument
After the twenty school districts were selected, the
superintendent of each school district received a courtesy
letter explaining that five teachers in his district would
be receiving a questionnaire to be completed for research
purposes at Drake University (Appendix D) .
Each teacher was mailed a Minnesota Satisfaction
Questionnaire. A cover letter accompanied the MSQ and ex-
plained the purposes of the research project (Appendix E) .
In addition to the MSQ, each respondent was asked to
answer questions relating to sex, age, teaching level,
experience, and training. The MSQ sheet requesting confi-
dential information was substituted with a personal data
sheet.
Each teacher was asked to return the instrument in a
sel addressed stamped envelope. Three weeks after the
IBuros, The Seventh Mental Measurements Yearbook,
p , 1493.
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initial mailing, those who had not responded were sent a
second request and MSQ (Appendix F). After an additional
three weeks, it was assumed that all those who were going
to cooperate had done so.
Analysis of the Data
The completed instruments were prepared for statistical
processing at Drake Universityt s Dial Computer Center. The
standard Statistical Package for the Social Sciences was
utilized in the processing of the data. Means were
calculated for each of the twenty-one job satisfaction
2
scales and the Hotellingts T test, a multivariate analysis,
was conducted.
The result of the T2 test was transformed into an F
value. The calculated F value was compared against a .05
critical value of the tabled F ratio. An F value that
exceeded the tabled critical value indicated significant
differences existed between the sample means and the null
hypothesis was rejected. An F value less than the tabled
critical value indicated that no significant differences
existed between the sample means and the null hypothesis
was retained. A significant result in the Hotellingts T2
would have required further analysis by a two-group linear
discrimination function to determine which dependent
variable(s) contributed to the overall significant differ-
ences.
An additional analysis of the data was conducted using
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the nonparametric chi-square. The .05 level of significance
was again used to determine whether significant differences
existed between the sample means. A calculated value for
each job satisfaction level scale was obtained and compared
against the critical value in the x2 table. A calculated
value that exceeded the tabled critical value indicated
significant differences existed between the sample means
and the null hypothesis was rejected. A calculated value
less than the tabled critical value indicated that no
significant differences existed between the sample means and
the null hypothesis was retained.
statistical Treatment
The multivariate analysis used in this study was the
appropriate statistical tool. It would have been in-
appropriate to use a separate univariate analysis such as
the independent t test for each of the dependent variables
in this study for two reasons. First, the application of
univariate tests--one for each dependent variable--would
have caused the probability of a Type I error to be higher
than the level of significance that was used. The second
reason is that as the number of dependent variables increases,
the probability of finding a significant difference by
chance alone also increases. l For the same reasons, a
ISchuyler Huck, William Cormier, and William Bound,
Reading Statistics and Research (New York: Harper & Row,
1974), p. 178.
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two-group linear discriminant function was the appropriate
1follow-up test.
The multivariate, Hotelling's T2 test, is based upon
the double assumption that the sample data have been drawn
from multivariate normal populations and that these popula-
tions have equal dispersion matrices. 2 The nonparametric
chi-square was chosen, then, as an additional statistical
procedure since it tests hypotheses that do not specify
normality or homogeneity of variance assumptions about the
populations from which the samples were drawn. 3
1Hu c k , Cormier and Bound, p. 181.
2 I b i d . , p. 184.
3Ibid., p. 197.
CHAPTER FOUR
Analysis of the Data
This chapter is a presentation of a statistical
analysis of the data indicating to what degree, if any, the
hypothesis was found to be supported within recognized
limits.
The study was designed to determine whether differ-
ences existed between the levels of job satisfaction
registered by teachers from schools with certified bar-
gaining units and the levels of job satisfaction registered
by teachers from schools that do not have certified bar-
gaining units.
Presentation of the Data
Questionnaires were returned by thirty-seven teachers
from sChools with certified bargaining units and by thirty-
nine teachers from schools without certified bargaining
units. This represented a 76 percent return, with teachers
from all twenty selected school districts returning ques-
tionnaires.
Descriptive Data
The first set of tables, identified as Tables 2 through
8, presen~ the information obtained from the personal data
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sheet that accompanied theM,i.:r:mesota Satisfaction
Questionnaire.
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bar-
gaining units are identified < in all ••·tables as Group I and
teachers from schools without certified bargaining units
are identified as GrOup II.
The respondents·were grouped a.ocordingto their sex.
The results of the grouping and tabulation are reported in
Table 2.
Table 2
Sex Categories of Teachers in Schools with Certified
Bargaining Units and in Schools without Certified
Bargaining Units
Sex
Male
Female
Totals
Number of
Group I
Teachers
13
24
37
Number of
Group II
Teachers
9
30
39
Number of
Teachers in
Groups I & II
22
54
76
A further grouping based on age was conducted.
results of that grouping and tabulation are found in
The
Table 3.
Teachers were also grouped according to their levels
of education. The results are found in Table 4.
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AgeCat~gc;>riesc;>fTeadherSiiriiSChOolswJ.thcertified
BargaJ.nJ.ng UnJ.ts and in Schools without Certified
Bargaining Units
Age
No response
20-29
30-39
40-49
50-59
60 and Over
Totals
NUmber of
Group I
Teachers
o
16
11
5
5
o
37
Number of
Group II
Teachers
1
15
8
4
9
2
39
Table 4
Number of
Teachers in
Groups I & II
1
31
19
9
14
2
76
Education Levels of Teachers in Schools with Certified
Bargaining Units and in Schools without Certified
Bargaining Units
Education
Level
Less than BA
BA
MA
Higher than MA
Totals
Number of
Group I
Teachers
o
35
2
o
37
Number of
Group II
Teachers
o
38
o
1
39
Number of
Teachers in
Groups :t & II
o
73
2
1
76
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The teaching levels ofiteachers from both groups of
schools were that grouping
are presented in Table
Table 5
Teaching Levels of Teachers in Schools with Certified
Bargaining Units and in Schools without Certified
Bargaining Units
Teaching
Level
K-6
7-12
Totals
Number of
Group I
Teachers
16
21
37
Number of
Group II
Teachers
19
20
39
Number of
Teachers in
Groups I & II
35
41
76
Teachers were asked to indicate the number of years of
teaching experience in their present schools. The results
of their responses are found in Table 6. The total years
of teaching experience for the teachers in all districts
were also tabulated. The results of that tabulation are
found in Table 7.
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Table 6
Years of Experience of Teachers choo1swith<Certified
Bargaining Units and in Schools without Certified
Bargaining·Units
Years of
Experience
0-9
10-19
20-29
30 and over
Totals
Number of
Group r'
Teachers
29
6
2
o
37
Number of
Group II
Teachers
24
11
3
1
39
Table 7
Number of
Teachers in
Groups I &. II
53
17
5
1
76
Total Years of Teaching Experience of Teachers in Schools
with Certified Bargaining Units and in Schools without
Certified Bargaining Units
Years of
Experience
0-9
10-19
20-29
30 and over
Totals
Number of
Group I
Teachers
24
9
5
o
37
Number of
Group II
Teachers
22
9
6
2
39
Number of
Teachers in
Groups I & II
46
17
11
2
76
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Teachers were also asked t..o •••. i.den.. t.;f.y·
..... ..... whether their jobs
had been reduced or eliminated during the 1980-81 school
year. The results are presented in Table a.
Table a
Elimination or Reduction of Jobs of Teachers in Schools
with Certified Bargaining Units and in Schools without
Certified Bargaining Units
Elimination
or
Reduction
Yes
No
Totals
Statistical Data
Number of
Group I
Teachers
4
33
37 .
Number of
Group II
Teachers
5
34
39
Number of
Teachers in
Groups I & II
9
67
76
Means were calculated for each of the twenty-one job
satisfaction levels registered by teachers in schools with
certified bargaining units and in schools without certified
bargaining units. The sample means for each job satisfaction
level are shown in Table 9.
A Hotelling's T2 test was conducted and had the value
33.04; the associated F value was L15; with degrees of
freedom 21 and 54. Under the hypothesis of equal mean vec-
tors, the probability of exceeding such an F value would
be greater than .05 and the null hypothesis should be re-
tained.
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Table 9
Means of Job satisfaction Levels Registered by Teachers in
schools with Certified Bargaining Units and in Schools
without Certified Bargaining Units
Job scale
Ability Utilization
Achievement
Activity
Advancement
Authority
Company Policy
Compensation
Co-workers
Creativity
Independence
Moral Values
Recognition
Responsibility
security
Social Service
Social Status
supervision-Human
supervision-Technical
Variety
Working Conditions
General Satisfaction
Mean Level of
Group I Teachers
19.92
19.86
20.41
14.70
17.24
15.00
13.81
18.46
20.08
19.05
20.78
16.67
19.65
15.81
20.81
16.14
16.41
16.65
19.38
17.81
71.81
Mean Level of
Group II Teachers
19.67
20.13
19.87
14.87
17.67
16.30
15.36
20.03
20.36
20.05
21.05
16.46
20.10
15.18
20.97
17.26
16.95
16.72
19.44
19.62
73.85
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The result of the Hotelling
'sT
2 test was not signifi-
cant and did not require further analysis by a two-group
linear discrimination function to determine which dependent
variable{s) contributed to the overall significant differ-
ences. Due to a skewness of the distribution of answers
for the job satisfaction scales, the data for the study were
also analyzed by means of the nonparametric, chi-square.
The set of chi-square tables, identified as Table 10
through Table 30, illustrates the frequency of item re-
sponses for each job scale. Each scale could have had a
minimum response of five (low satisfaction) and a maximum
response of twenty-five (high satisfaction) .
As shown in Table 10, there are no significant differ-
ences between teachers for ability utilization.
Table 10
x
2
for Ability Utilization of Teachers in Schools with
Certified Bargaining Units and in Schools without
Certified Bargaining Units
Job Scale
Responses 0-5 6-10 11-15 16-20 21-25
Group I
Group II
3 2 16 16
2 2 17 18
37
39
5 4 33 34 76
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The results in Table 11 indicate that no significant
differences existed between·the teachers for achievement.
Table 11
x2 for Achievement of Teachers in schools with Certified
Bargaining Units and in Schools without Certified
Bargaining Units
Job Scale
Responses 0-5 6-10 11-15 16-20 21-25
Group I
Group II
1 2 19 15
3 19 17
37
39
1 5 38 32 76
to-
Table 12
x
2
for Activity of Teachers in Schools with Certified
Bargaining Units and in Schools without Certified
Bargaining Units
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Job Scale
Responses 0-5 6-10 11-15 16-20 21-25
Group I
Group II
2 22 13
4 25 10
37
39
6 47 23 76
Table 13
x2 for Advancement of Teachers in Schools with Certified
Bargaining Units and in Schools without Certified
Bargaining Units
Job Scale
Responses 0-5 6-10 11-15 16-20 21-25
Group I
Group II
2 4 16 15
1 6 12 18 2
37
39
3 10 28 33 2 76
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Table 14
x
2
for Authority of Teachers in Schools with Certified
Bargaining Units and in Schools without Certified
Bargaining Units
Job Scale
Responses 0-5 6-10 11-15 16-20 21-25
Group I
Group II
13 22 2
1 6 29 3
37
39
1 19
Table 15
51 5 76
Policy of Teachers in Schools with Certified
Units and in Schools without Certified
Bargaining Units
Job Scale
0-5 6-10 11-15 16-20 21-25
I
II
7 12 16 2
2 6 6 20 5
37
39
2 13 18 36 7 76
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Wi th regard to compensation, t.heze were no signifi-
cant differences between the two groups of teachers. The
resul ts are shown in Table 16.
Table 16
for co~p~nsati?n of Teachers in Schools with Certified
Barga~n~ng Un~ts and in Schools without Certified
Bargaining Units
Job Scale
Responses 0-5 6-10 11-15 16-20 21-25
Group I
Group II
4 4 15 13 1
2 4 13 16 4
37
39
6 8 28 29 5 76
As reported in Table 17, there were no significant
differences between teachers for co-workers.
Between the two teacher groups, there were no signifi-
cant differences for creativity. The results are shown in
Table 18.
The results in Table 19 indicate no significant differ-
ences existed between the teachers for independence.
As reported in Table 20, there were no significant
differences between teachers for moral values.
Table 17
x
2
for C?-~orker~ of Teachers in Schools with Certified
Bargal.nlng Unlts and in Schools without Certified
Bargaining Units
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Job Scale
Responses 0-5 6-10 11-15 16-20 21-25
Group I
Group II
4 4 16 13
1 3 19 16
37
39
2X ==2.46 w/3 df
5 7 35 29 76
Table 18
x
2 for Creativity of Teachers in Schools with Certified
Bargaining Units and in Schools without Certified
Bargaining Units
Job Scale
Responses 0-5 6-10 11-15 16-20 21-25
Group I
Group II
1 19 17
1 1 18 19
37
39
x2 .09 w/3 df
1 2 37 36 76
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Table 19
x
2
for In~e~enden?e of Teachers in Schools with Certified
Bargalnlng Unlts and in Schools without Certified
Bargaining Units
Job Scale
Responses 0-5 6-10 11-15 16-20 21-25
Group I
Group II
3 22 12
1 26 12
37
39
2
x ==1.28 w/2 df
4 48 24 76
Table 20
x2 for Moral Values of Teachers in Schools with Certified
Bargaining Units and in Schools without Certified
Bargaining Units
Job Scale
Responses 0-5 6-10 11-15 16-20 21-25
Group I
Group II
17 20
1 16 22
37
39
2X ==1.07 w/2 df
1 33 42 76
As
existed
shown in Table 21, no significant
between teachers for reco "tognl·lon.
Table 21
differences
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for Re~o~nitio~ of Teachers in Schools with Certified
Bargalnlng Unlts and in Schools without Certified
Bargaining Units
Job scale
Responses 0-5 6-10 11-15 16-20 21-25
Group I
Group II
4 8 21 4
6 9 19 5
37
39
10 17 40 9 76
The results in Table 22 indicate no significant
differences between teachers for responsibility.
The chi-square test for security resulted in no
significant differences between the two teacher groups.
The results are shown in Table 23.
As shown in Table 24, there were no significant differ-
ences between teachers with regard to social services.
Between the two teacher groups, there were no signifi-
cant differences for social status. The results are shown
in Table 25.
Table 22
x
2 for Responsibility of Teachers in Schools
Bargaining Units and in Schools without
Bargaining Units
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with Certified
Certified
Job Scale
Responses 0-5 6-10 11-15 16-20 21-25
Group I
Group II
1 27 9
2 21 16
37
39
1 2 48 25 76
Table 23
x
2 for Security of Teachers in Schools with Certified
Bargaining Units and in Schools without Certified
Bargaining Units
Job Scale
Responses 0-5 6-10 11-15 16-20 21-25
Group I
Group II
1 2 9 25
5 13 18 3
37
39
1 7 22 43 3 76
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Table 24
x
2 for Social Services of Teachers in Schools with
Certified Bargaining Units and in Schools without
Certified Bargaining Units
Job Scale
Responses 0-5 6-10 11-15 16-20 21-25
Group I
Group II
2 17 18
1 19 19
37
39
3 36 37 76
Table 25
x 2 for Social Status of Teachers in Schools with Certified
Bargaining Units and in schools without Certified
Bargaining Units
Job Scale
Responses 0-5 6-10 11-15 16-20
21-25
Group I
Group II
1 3 1 16 6
1 5 7 15
11
37
39
2 8 8 31
17 76
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The results in Table 26 indicate no significant differ-
ences between the teachers for· supervision-human.
Table 26
2
X for supervisio~-~uman~f Teachers in Schools with
Certified Bargalnlng Unlts and lOn Schools without
Certified Bargaining Units
Job Scale
Responses 0-5 6-10 11-15 16-20 21-25
Group I
Group II
1 3 1 16 6
1 5 7 15 11
37
39
2
X2=2.84 w/4 d f
8 8 31 17 76
With regard to supervision-technical, there were no
significant differences between the two groups of teachers.
The results are shown in Table 27.
As reported in Table 28, there were no significant
differences between teachers for variety.
Between the two teacher groups, there were no signifi-
cant differences for working conditions. The results are
shown in Table 29.
The results in Table 30 indicate no significant differ-
ences existed between the teachers for general satisfaction.
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Table 27
x2 for Supervision-Technical of Teachers in Schools with
Certified Bargaining Units and in Schools without
Certified Bargaining Units
Job Scale
Responses 0-5 6-10 11-15 16-20 21-25
Group I
Group II
1 14 19 3
1 2 11 20 5
37
39
2 2 25
Table 28
39 8 76
x2 for variety of Teachers in Schools with Certified
Bargaining Units and in Schools without Certified
Bargaining Units
Job Scale
Responses 0-5 6-10 11-15 16-20 21-25
Group I
Group II
1 3 20 13
2 21 16
37
39
2X :=1.48 w/3 df
1 5 41 29 76
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Table 29
2X for Working Conditions of Teacher. . S h . 1 .' t.hCt' f'· d· .. s an c 00· s W~
e r 1. r.e Bar-qa i.n i nq Units and in School w'; thout
C . f' S .....ert1. 1.ed Bargaining Units
Job Scale
Responses 0-5 6-10 11-15 16-20 21-25
Group I
Group II
1 2 6 20 8
1 4 25 9
37
39
1 3 10 45 17 76
Table 30
x2 for General Satisfaction of Teachers in schools with
Certified Bargaining units and in Schools w~thout
Certified Bargaining Units
Job Scale
Responses
Group I
Group II
40-49 50-59 60-69 70-79 80-89 90-100
1 2 11 16 6 1
t
1 12 16 9 1
37
39
2 2 23 32 15 2
76
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Summary
This chapter was a presentation of the statis~ical
analysis of the data. The study was designed to determine
what differences existed between the levels of job satis-
faction registered by teachers from schools with certified
bargaining units and the levels of job satisfaction
registered by teachers from schools that do not have certi-
fied bargaining units.
Two statistical analyses were conducted after the means
were calculated for each of the twenty-one job satisfaction
scales. The results of the Hotelling's T2 and the chi-
square were reported and the findings I conclusions, and
recommendations are found in Chapter 5.
CHAPTER FIVE
Findings, Conclusions, and Recommendations
The purpose of this study was to determine what dif-
ferences existed between the levels of job satisfaction
registered by teachers from schools that formally negoti-
ate a contract with the school board and the leve~s of job
satisfaction registered by teachers from schools that do
not formally negotiate collective bargaining agreements
with the school board.
Procedures
One hundred teachers from twenty Iowa public school
districts were selected as the sample population. Fifty
teachers were from ten schools categorized as having certi-
fied bargaining units and fifty were from ten schools
categorized as not having certified bargaining units.
The Minnesota Satisfaction Questionnaire, a measure
of satisfaction with twenty-one different aspects of the
work environment, was mailed to each teacher. Seventy-six
percent of the teachers selected returned the MSQ.
Means were calculated for each of the twenty-one job
2 1.satisfaction scales and the Rotelling's T , a mutl-
variate analysis, was conducted. An additional analysis
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of the data was conducted using the nonparametric, chi-
square.
Findings
The following hypothesis was tested using the
Rotelling's T2 and the chi-square:
There is no difference between the levels of job
satisfaction registered by teachers from schools
with certified bargaining units and the levels
of job satisfaction registered by teachers from
schools that do not have certified bargaining
units.
Results of the Rotelling's T2 test indicated that no
significant differences existed between the levels of job
satisfaction of teachers from schools with certified bar-
gaining units and the levels of job satisfaction of teachers
from schools without certified bargaining units. The
results of the chi-square also indicated that no signifi-
cant differences existed between the levels of job satis-
faction of the two groups of teachers.
Conclusions
There are varied and complex reasons for increased
teacher militancy and organization. A review of the litera-
ture indicated that teacher dissatisfaction was found to
be one of the major factors in increased bargaining activ-
ity.
The findings of this study indicated, however, that
teachers from schools with certified bargaining units are
no more dissatisfied with twenty-one aspects of their jobs
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than teachers from schools without certl' f Led bargaining
units. On the basis of this conclusion , the following
recommendations seem appropriate.
Recommendations
1. Studies similar to this should be conducted
examining factors such as age, sex, experience, and level
of training of respondents to determine if such demographic
data influence teachers' job satisfaction levels.
2. The Iowa Public Employment Relations Act has
existed eight years. Replications of this study in states
other than Iowa should be conducted to determine whether
teachers who have been involved in the collective bargain-
ing process for shorter or greater periods of time differ
significantly in their job satisfaction levels.
3. The needs of individual staff members are
important. Boards of education and school administrators
should create an environment which places an emphasis on
the positive contributions of the collective bargaining
process that seek to satisfy the needs of individual staff
members.
4. A review of the related literature indicated that
the relation ip between management and teachers may be a
factor in union organization. studies of the leadership
d b d of education should bestyles of administrators an oar s
conducted to determine whether or not the type of leadership
influenced the job satisfaction levels between the teachers.
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Discussion
School administrators and boards of education are in-
deed witnessing dramatic political, sociocultural, and
economic changes that are affecting educational personnel
practices and policies. A basic knowledge of human needs is
essential for the management process and one of the
differences between a good manager and a mediocre one will
likely be the ability to understand and work with people.
School systems are comprised of people and the need for a
sense of participation, achievement, and meaning for school
employees is imperative if the common goal of educating
children is to be identified, pursued, and realized.
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APPENDICES
APPENDIX A
IOWA PUBUC EMPLOYMENT RELATIONS ACT
Cha.pter 20, 1975 Code of Iowa
S~C'I'ION 1. NEW SECTION. Public policy. The general assembly
declares tha.t it is the public: policy of the state to promote harmonious
and coop.er~tive relationships between government and its employees
by permitting public employees to orgamze and bargain collectively;
to protect the citizens of this state by assuring effective and orderly
operations of go.v~rnment in providing. for their health. safety, and
welfare; to pro~lblt and prevent all strikes by public employees; and
to protect the rights o·f public employees to join or refuse to join, and
to participate in or refuse to participate in, employee organization.s.
SEC. '2. NEW SECTION. Title. This Act shall be known as the
"Public Employment Relations Act".
SEC. 3. NEW SECTION. Definitions. When used in this Act. un-
less the context otherwise requires:
1. "Public employer" means the state of Iowa, its boards, commis-
sions, agencies, departments, and its political subdivisions in.cluding
school districts and other special purpose districts.
2. "Governing body" means the board, council, or commission,
whether elected or appointed, of a political subdivis.ion of this state,
including school districts and other special purpose districts, which
determines the policies for the operation of the political subdivision.
3. "Public employee" means any individual employed by a public
employer, except individuals exempted under the proviaiona of section
four (4) of th is Act.
4. "Employee organization" means an organization of any kind in
which public employees participate and which exists for the primary
purpose of representing public employees in their employment rela-
tions.
5. "Board" means the public employment relations board estab.
Iished under section five (5) of this Act.
6. "Strike" means a public employee's refusal, in concerted action
with others, to report to duty, or his willful absence f rorn his position,
or his stoppage of work, or his abstinence in whole .or In part from the
full, faithful, and proper performance of the dU~le5 of employment,
for the purpose of inducing, influencing, or coercing' a ,change In t~e
conditions, compensation, rights, privileges, or obrigaticns of public
employment.
7. "Confidential employee" means any public employee who wo~ks
in the personnel offices of a public employer or who has. ac.cess to In-
formation subject to use by the public emp~oyer.ln n~gotlatl~g or who
works in a close continuing working relationship wlth public officers
or representatives associated with negotiating on behalf of the public
employer.
I-I
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uConfidenti~d cm ploycc" alao. includes the personal secretary of any
of the f<?llowmg: .any elected official or person appointed to fill a
vaca.n~y m a.n eledl.ve o~ce,memberof any board or commitlsion, the
admtaistrative ~fficc~, .d~rector, or chief executive officer of a public
employer or major division thereof, or the deputy or first ussi::ltant of
any of the foregoing,
8. "Mediation" means assistance by an impartial third party to
reconcile .an Impasse between the public employer and the employee
organization through interpretation, suggestion, and advice.
. ,9. "Arbitration" means the procedure whereby the parties involved
l~ a~ impasse submit their. diffe,rences to a third party for a final and
binding' decision or as provided 1JI this Act.
10. "Impasse" means the failure of a IJublic employer and the em-
ployee organization to reach agreement in the course of negotiations.
n. "Professional employee" means anyone of the following:
a. Any employee engaged in work:
(1) Predominantly intellectual and varied in character as opposed
to routine mental, manual, mechanical, or physical work;
(2) Involving the consistent exercise of discretion and judgment in
its performance;
(3) Of such a character that the output produced or the result ae-
eomplished cannot be standardized in relation to a given period of
time; and
(4) Requiring knowledge of an advanced type in a field of science
or learning customarily acquired by a prolonged course of specialized
intellectual instruction and study in an institution of higher learning
or a hospital. as distinguished (rom a general academic education or
from an apprenticeship or from training in the performance of routine
mental, manual, or physical processes,
b. Any employee who t i) has completed the courses of specialized
intellectual instruction and study described in subparagraph (our (4)
of paragraph a of thia subsection. and (Ii) is performing related work
under the supervision of a professional person to qualify himself or
herself to become a professional employee as defined in paragraph a
of this subsection.
12. "Fact-finding" means the procedure by which a qualified person
shall make written findings of fact and recommendations for resolu-
tion of an impasse.
SEC. 4. NEW SECTION. Exclusions. The following pubttc employ-
ees shall be excluded from the provisions of this Act:
1. Elected officiafs and persons appointed to fill vacancies in elective
offices. and members of any board or commission.
2. Representatives of a public employer, includinv t~e administra-
tive officer, director, or chief executive officer of n puh~lc employer or
major division thereof as well as his deputy, first asaistant., and any
aupervisory employees. . . ..
Supervisory employee means any individual having authority In the
interest of the public employer to hire. transfer. suspend, lay'0tf. recall,
promote. discharge. assign, reward or discipline ,ether pubtic employ-
ees, or the responsibility to direct them, or to adjust, theIr, grievances.
or effectively to recommend such action, if in connectIOn with the f~re­
going exercise of such. authority is not of a mer,ely routine or clerical
nature, but requires the use of independent Judgment. All school
1-2
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super.intendent'4•. assistant sup.erintendenta, printip·."l.s, an..d . tant
1 h 11 be .. :lS:,;lli\ ..prlBCJpas 5 al~. deemed to be supervisory employees.
3.. Confidentia] employees.
4. Students working as part-time public employees twentv 'hours
per w~ or less, except graduate or other post·graduate students in
preparation for a prof~ss10n who are engaged in academically related
employment as a teaching, research. or service assistant
5. Temporary public employees employed for a p~riod of four
months or less.
6. Commissioned and enlisted personnel of the Iowa national guard.
. 7. ludges ~f ~h.e supre:ne court. district judges. district associate
Judges, and JUdU::lal maglstrates, and the employees of such judges
and eou.rts."
8. Patients and inmates employed, sentenced, Or committed to any
state or local institution. .
9. Persons employed bi the state department of justice.
10. Persons employed by the commission for the blind.
SEC. 5.' NEW SECTION. Public employment relations board.
1. There is established a board to be known as the public employ-
ment relations board. The board shall consist of three members ap-
pointed by the governor, with approval of two-thirds of the senate.
No more than two members shall be of the same political affillation :
and no member shall engage in any political activity while holding
office and the members shan devote full time to their duties. •
Each member shall be appointed for a term of four years, except
that of the members first appointed, two members shall be appointed
for a term of two years commencing July 1. 1974 and ending June 30,
1976. and one member shall be appointed for a term of four years
commencing July 1, 1974 and ending June 30, 1978.
The member first appointed for a term of four years shall serve as
chairman and each of his successors shall also serve as chairman.
2. Any vacancy on the commission which may occur when the gen-
eral assembly is not in session shall be fined by appointment by the
J;overnor. which appointment shall expire at the end of thirty days
foHowing the convening of the next session of the general assembly.
Prior to the expiration of the thirty.-day period. the governor shall
transmit to the senate for its approval the name of the appointee for
the unexpired portion of the regular term. Any vacan~y occurring
when the general assembly is. in session shan be filled m the same
manner as regular appointments are made, and before the end of such
session. and for the unexpired portion of the regula~ term:
3. In selecting the members of the board, eoasideration shall be
given to their knowledge. ability. and experience .in the field. of labor-
management relations. The chairman shall receive a.n ,annual salary
of twenty-four thousand (24.000) dollars. The r~mammgtwomem-
bers shall each receive an annual salary equal to ninety percent of the
sala.ry received by the chairman.
4. The board may employ such persons as are necessary for the
performance of its functions. Personnel of the board shall be em-
ployed pursuaat to the provisions of chapter nineteen A (l9A) of the
C~.e..Membersof the board and other employees of th~ board snail be
allowed their actual and necessary expenses incurred 10 the perform·
1·3
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ance of .th~ir duties. All expenses and salaries shal! be paid from
appropnatl~ns for such purposes and the board shall be subject to the
budget requtrements of chapter eight (8) of the Code.
SEC. G. }.;'l:;W SECTION. General powers and duties of the board.
The board xhall :
1. Administe-r the provisions of this Act.
2. Collect, for Imldie employers other than the state and its boards
eornmiss ions, departments, and a!!encie~, data and conduct stu<.lic~
relating to wage,:;, hours, benefits and other terms and conditions of
public crnploy nu-nt ,and make the same available to any interested
person 01' o I'j,!:-Ul IwI Ion .
. 3, )Iaintaill, af:l'l' cOIl:'lIltin~with employee or~nnizationg and pub.
he cmployvrs, a l ist of qua lituxl persons representative of the public
to 'oc ava ilaulc to serve as mediators ami arbitrators and establish
their cornpensation rntes.
4. Hold heatirurs and administer oaths, examine witnesses and docu-
ment s, take testimony and receive evidence. issue subpoenas to compel
the atterulnncc of witnesses and the production of records, nn d dele-
gate such power to a member of the board, or persons appointed or
employed 'o,v the hoard, illCl\Hlill~ hearing officers for the performance
of its functions. The board may petition the district court at t.ne seat
of ~o\"(~rnmentor of the county wherein any hearing is held to enforce
a board order compelling- the attendance of witnesses and production
of records.
5, Adopt rules and regulations ill accordance with the provistons of
~haptcr seventeen A (17 A) of the Code as it may deem necessary to
CHn.}' out the purposes of this Act.
SEC. 7. l'EW SECTION, l'uhlic employer ri~hts. Public employ-
ers shall have. in auditioll to all powers, duties. and rights established
by constitutional provisiou. statute, ordinance, charter, or special act,
the exc lusive power. (Jut}', and the I'ight to:
1. Direct the work of its public employees,
2. Hire, promote, demote, transfer, assign, find retain public em-
ployees in po- it ious within the public agency.
3. Suspend or discharjre public employees for proper cause.
4. Maintain the elflciC'Ill'Y of g'o\'ernmcntal operations.
5. Relieve public employees from duties because of lack of work or
for other legitimate reasons, .
6. Determine and implement methods, means, assignments and per.
sonnel by which the public employer's operations nrc to be conducted,
7. Take such acti on" as may be necessary to carry out the mission
of the public employer.
8. Initiate, prepare, certify. and administer its bud~e~,
9. Exercise all powers and duties granted to the public employer by
law.
SEC, 8, NEW SECTION. Public employee rights, Public employ.
ees shall have the rig-ht to: . .
1. Organize, or form, join, or assist any cm~loyee orgn:lllzatlon.
2, Negotiate collectively through representatives of their own choos-
ing,
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3. ~n.gage in other concerted a('ti\'itil~~ fur the purpose of coUectivc
bar.~~ml!1g or other mutual aid or protertiol\ insofar LIS an'+' ~u('h
activity IS not prohiuited hy this At't (II' :Iny tlt.hE"r law lit' tbt' ~tu,tc.
, 4,. Refuse to join or purticiput« ill the uctivit ies of (·m\IIClYc..'C ol'~~ln­
tzunons. Includtn~ the payment of any dUCH, fees er lISl'\(~ssmt!nts or
serv ice fees of allY type.
SEC, 9. :\'EW SE-:CTlO~. SCOllC of ncglltiutions. The puhlic em-
ployer:and the .emplcyee or~nnizatiol1 shan meet at reasonable times.
including mcetmgs reasonably in advance of the public cmployer'l)
budget-making process, to negotiate in g'o€ld faith with respect to
wages, hours, vacations, insurance, holidays. leaves of absence, shift
differentials. overtime cornpensut ion, supplemeulul pay, seniority,
transfer procedures, job clnssuicut ions, health a IIII safetv matters,
evaluation pr-ocedures, procedures fur stall' reduction, in-service train-
ing and other matters mutually n~rct!d upon. :';cI:otiatiolls shaH also
inchule terms authorizing' dues dlCckolr £01' members of the employee
orua nizntion and g-ricn!lU'c procedures for resolving any questions
arising under the ug-rt>ement. which shall be ernlsodied in a written
agreement and siKIWtl by the partit,:,. If an a~l'...emont provides for
dues checkoff", a memtx-r 's Ihtt.·s may he checked oil' only upon the mem-
ber's written request and the metnuer may terminate the dues checkoff
at any time by giving' thirtr tl,lYS written uotice. ~;;llch ohiiKation to
negotiate in good faith dues nut compel either party to agreE! to a
proposal or make a roncessi.m. •
Nothing in this section shall diminish the authority and power of
the mer it employment department. hoard of rcg-cub' merit :-;:y:ltem,
educational radio and televisiou facility lHl:lrd's rrn-rit system, or any
civil ;,er\'ice commission cstahlish!'d by I'lillstit\ltiollal provision, st at-
ute, charter or sl1ecin\ act to rvcrnit enllliorees, prepare, conduct, and
grade exarninnt inns, rate candidates in order of their l'c1ati\'c ::;cores
for ce rt ifica tio n for upuointmeu! or promotion or for other mat.ters
of classi ticat.ion, reclassificution or appeal ri~hts ill the classified
service of the public employer server].
The public employee ret iremcut ."y:-:tl'nlS provided under chaptl'l's
ninety-seven A (DiAL uinctv-scven B (9iB), four hundr-ul ten (410),
and four hundred eleven ( III) of the (:ouc shall he excluded from the
scope of negotiutions.
SEC. 10, NEW SECilOt'. Prohihjtt·tl practices. .
1. it RhAll he a prohibited pruct icc for nny public employer, ,puhlic
employee. or employee orjtanizalillll to willfully tl,fu:*p t o nl'g-flt~ate III
good t:aith with respect to the Hrupe PI' Hc~ol iatioHs aH deliHl~J In sec-
tion nine (a) uf this Ad. . '
2. It shall he U pl"ohihilt'11 pr;u:tirc for a Iwillie cmploy{·r. or his
designated reprl'SelltRti\'c willfully tu:, .
a. Interfere with, restr ai n, or eucre!! public employee~ 10 the exer-
cise of rights grnnted by this Act.
b. Dominate or Interfere in the ndministl'abon of any employee or-
g anizat ion. .. .. > ._
c. Encourage or discourusre membership III .any. employee or-gamza
tion, committee, or association uy discrimination In hiring, tenure, or
other terms or conditions of employment.
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d. Discharge or discrimlnate againHl u public:- C'mploYCc!:M.'Cl\URe ho
has filed an affidavit, petition, or complaint or ltivcn any information
or testimony under this Act, or because he has formed, joined or
chosen to he represented by any employee organiaatlen, '
e. Refuse to negotiate collectively with representatives of cer~ified
employee organizations as required in thls Act.
f .: Deny the rights accompanying certification or exclusive recogni-
tion granted in this Act.
g. Refuse to participate in good faith in any agreed upon impasse
procedures or those set forth in this Act.
h. Engage in a lockout.
3. It shall he a prohibited practice for public employees or an em-
ployee organization or for any person, union, or organization or their
agents willfully to:
a. Interfere with, restrain, coercevor harass any public employee
with respect to any of his rights under this Act or in order to prevent
or discourage his exercise of any such right. including, without limi-
tation, all rights under section eight (8) of this Act.
b. Interfere, restrain, or coerce a public employer with respect to
fights granted in this Act or with respect to selecting a representative
for the purposes of negotiating collectively on the adjustment of
grievances.
c. Refuse to bargain collectively with a public employer as required
in this Act.
.d, Refuse to participate in good faith in any agreed upon impasse
procedures or those set forth in this Act.
e. Violate section twelve (12) of this Act.
f. Violate the provisions of chapter seven hundred thirty-six B
(7368), sections one (1), two (2) and three (3) of the Code, which
are hereby made applicable to public employers, public employees and
public employee organizations.
g. Picket in a manner which interferes with ingress and egress to
the facilities of the public employer.
h. Engage in. initiate, sponsor or support any picketing that is per-
formed in support of a strike, work stoppage, boycott or slowdown
against a public employer.
1. Picket for any unlawful purpose.
4. The expresaing of any views, argument, or opinion, or the dis-
semination thereof, whether in written, printed. graphic, or visual
form, shall not constitute or be evidence of any unfair labor practice
under any of the provisions of this Act, if such expression contains no
threat of reprisal or force or promise of benefit.
SEC. 11. NEW SECTION. Prohibited practice violations. .
1. Proceedings against a party alleging a violation of secuon ten
(10) of this Act, shall be commenced by filing- a complaint with the
board within ninety days of the alleged violation causing a copy of
the complaint to be served upon the accused partyin the manner of an
original notice all provided in this Act. The accused party shall h~ve
ten days within which to file a written answer to the complaint.
However. the board may conduct a preliminary investigation of ~he
alleged violation. and if the board determines that the complalllt
has no basis in fact, the board may dismiss the complaint. The
board shall promptly thereafter set a time and place for hearing in the
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county where the alleged violation occurred. Tht'parlil'l'I shall be (ler-
mitred to be represented by counsel, summon witncl'l~(·l'. and request
the board to subpoena witnesses on the requestor's hchalf. Compliance
with the technical rules of pleOldinlJ and evidence shall hot be required.
2. The.boarel rna}' designate a hcaring officer to conduct the hearing.
The hearing- officer shall have such powers as rna)' be exercised bv the
board for conducting the hearing and shall fo:low the procedures
adopted by the board for conducting the hearing. The decision of the
hearing officer may be appealed to the board and the board may hear
the case de novo or upon the record as submitted before the hearing
officer, utilizing procedures governing appeals to the district court in
this section so far as applicable.
3. The board shall appoint a certified shorthand reporter to report
the proceedings and the board shall fix the reasonable amount of com-
pensation for such service. which amount shall be taxed as other costs.
4. The board shall file its findings of fact and conclusions of law.
If the board finds that the party accused has committed a prohibited
practice, the board may, within thirty days of its decision, enter into
a consent order with the party to discontinue the practice, or petition
the district court for inj unctive relief pursuant to chapter six hundred
sixty-four (664) of the Code.
5. Any party aggrieved by any decision or order of the board may
within ten days from the date such decision or order is flied, appeal
therefrom to the district court of the county in which the heal'ing .was
held, by filing with the board a written notice of appeal setting forth
in general terms the decision appealed from and the ~rounds of the
appeal. The board shall forthwith give notice to the other parties in
interest.
6. Within thirty days after a notice of appeal is tiled with the board,
it shall make, certify, and file in the office of the clerk of court to
which the appeal is taken, it full and complete transcript of all docu-
rncnts in the case, including any depositions and a transcript or cer-
tificate of the evidence together with the notice of appeal.
7. The appeal shall be triable at any time after the expiration of
twenty days from the date of flhn~ the transcript hy th~ hoard and
after twenty days notice in writing by either party and the board upon
the other.
8. The transcript as certified and flied hy the board shall he the
record on which the appeal shall be heard, and no additional evidence
shall be heard. In the absence of fraud, the findings of Iact made by
the board shall he conclusive if supported hy substantial evidence on
the record considered as a whole.
9. Any order or decision of thp. board may be modified, reversed, or
set aside on one or more of the follow! nf.t grounds and on no other:
a. If the board acts without or in excess of its powers.
b. If the order was procured by fraud or is contrary to law.
c. If the facts fou nd by the boa rd do not support the order.
d. If the order is not supported by a preponderance of the competent
evidence on the record considered us a whole.
10. When the district court, on appeal. reverses or sets aside an
order or decision of the board, it may remand the case to the board f~r
further proceed: ngs in harmony with the holdings of the. court. or It
may enter the proper judgment, as the case may be. Such Judgrnent or
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decree shall have the same force and elTed as if action had been
originally tJrollg'ht and tried in said court. The ll.SSC:Sloiment of costs in
such appeat» shull be in the discretion of the court.
11. An appeal may he Luken to the supreme court Irom any final
order. judgment, or decree of the districtcourt.
SEC, 12, NEW SECTION. Strikes prohibited,
1. It shall be unlawful for any public employee or any employee
organization, directly or indirectly, to induce, instigate, encourage,
authorize, ratify, or participate in a strike against any public em-
ployer.
2. It shall he unlawful for .any public employer to authorize, con-
sent to, or condone a strike; or to pay or agree to Jlfly any public
employee for any day in which the employee participates in a strike:
or to pay or a~ree to pay any i ncrease incompensation or benefits to
any public employee ill response to or as a result of any strike or any
act which violates subsection one (I) of this section. It shall be unlaw-
ful for any official, director, or representative of any public employer
to authorize, ratify, or participate in nny violation of this subsection.
Nothing in this subsection shall prevent new or renewed hargaining
and agrr-ement withi n the scope of 1U'~otiations as defined by this Act,
at any time after such violation of subsection one (1) has qeased ; .
but it shall be unlawful (or any public employer or employee organ-
ization to bargain at any time regarding suspension or modificaticn
of any penalty provided in this section or re~nnlin!! any request by
the public employer to n court for such suspension or modification.
3. In tho event of any violation or imminently threatened violation
of subsection one (l) or two (2) of this section, nil}' citizen domiciled
within the jurisdictional boundaries of the public employer may peti-
tion the district court for the county in which the violation occurs or
the district court for Polk county for an injunction restraining such
violation or i mrni nently threatened violation, Chapter six hundred
sixty-four (66-1) of the Code and the pertinent rules of civil procedure
regarding injunctions shall apply. However. the court shall grant a
temporary injunction if It appears to the court that a violation has
occurred or is imminently threatened: the pl.unuft uccd not show that
the violation or threatened violation would ~!reall\' or irreparably
injure him: and no bond shall lie required of the plaintiff unless the
court determines that n bond is necessary in the public interest. Fail-
ure to comply with any ternpornry or permanent injunction grantcu
pursuant to this section shall constitute n contempt punishable pur-
suant to chapter si x hundred sixty-five (GG5) of the Code. The punish-
ment shall not exceed five hundred dollars (or an individual. or ten
thousand dollar!'! for an crnplovee organization or public r-mploycr.. for
each dar during which the failure to comply cOl\linll(,~, or In~pnsoll­
ment in a county j nil not exceeding six months. or both such Ime and
imprisonment, An individual or an employee organization which
makes an active zood faith cllort to comply fully with the injunction
shall not be deemed to be in contempt. .
4. Ie a public employee is held to be in contempt of court for fnilere
to comply with an injunction purauant to this section. UI' i~ convicted
of violating this section •. he shnl! be Ineliqible for any employ.ment by
the same public employer for a period of twelve months. HIS public
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employer shall Immediately diKcharl!l! him. but upon hi~ reque~l the
court shan stay hiH dischnrge to per mit further judicinl proceedinJ,ts.
5. If an employee organizaticn or any of its alfletH'S is held to be in
contempt of court for failure to comply with un injunction pursuant
to this section. or is convicted of violatiuf.{ thi!'\ section, the employee
organization shall be immediately decertified, shall ceitliC to represent
the bargaining unit, shall cease to receive any dues by checkoff, and
may again be certified only after twelve months have elapsed from the
effective date of decertification and only after a new compliance with
section fourteen (14) of this Ad. The penalties provided in this sec-
tion may be suspended or modified by the court, but only upon request
of the public employer and only if the court determines the suspension
or modification is in the public interest.
6. Each of the remedies and penalties provided by this section is
separate and several. and is in addition to any other legal or equitable
remedy or penalty.
SEC. 13. NEW SECTION. narJ.{aining unit determination.
1. Board determination of an appropriate bargaining' unit shall be
upon petition flied by a public employer, public employee, or employee
organization.
2. Within thirty days of receipt of a petition or notice to all inter-
ested parties if on its own initiative, the board shall conduct a -public
hearing, receive written or oral testimony, and promptly thereafter
file an order defining' the appropriate hargainin!t unit. In defining the
unit, the board shall take into cons iderutiou, along' with other relevant
factors, the principles of efficient admiui strution of !tol/ernment, the
existence of a community of interest amonje public employees, the
history and extent of public employee org:anization, j.!cog-raphical loca-
tion. and the recommendations of the parties involved.
3. Appeals from such order shall be j.!overned by appeal provisions
provided in section eleven (11) of this Act.
4. Professional and nonprofessional employees shnll not he included
in the same bargaining unit unless a majority of both nj.!re~.
SEC. 14. NEW SECTIO:'-.:. HarK:ainin~ r-ep rescntative determination.
1. Board certification of all ern ployee orj.!:lllizalioll as the excluxive
Largaining representative of a han~ainillg' unit shall IH~ upon a petition
filed with the board by a public employer. public e-mployee, or an
employee orjranization and an elect ion conducted pursuant to secuon
fifteen (15) of thi« Act.
2. The petition of an employee organization shall allege that:
a. The employee orgunizution has suhmitted a request to a public
employer to bargain collectively with a desiunated group of public
employees.
b. The petition is accompanied by written evidence that thirty per-
cent of such public employees are member-s of the employee organiza-
tion or have authorized it to represent them for the purposes of collec-
tive bargaining,
3. The petition of a public employee shall allege that an employee
organization which has been ccrt.uied as the harJ.{ainillg representa-
tive does not represent a majority of such public employees and that
the petitiouera do not want to he represented by an employee orpan-
ization or seek certification of an employee orgnnizauon.
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4. The petition of a public employer Khall aUege that it bas received
a request to bargain from an employee orlrdnization which has not
been certified as the bargaininJ( representative of the public employees
in an appropriate bargaining unit.
5. The board ahall investigate the allegations of anypetition and
shall give reasonable notice of the receipt of such a petition to all
public employees, employee organizations and public employers named
or described in such petitions or interested in the representation ques-
tioned. The board shall thereafter call an election under section fifteen
(15) of this Act, unless:
a. It finds that less than thirty percent of the public employees in
the unit appropriate for collective bargaining support the petition for
decertification or for certification.
b. The appropriate bargaining unit has not been determined pur-
suant to section thirteen (13) of this Act.
6. The hearing and appeal procedure!'! shall be the same as provided
in section eleven (11) of this Act.
SEC. 15. NEW SECTION. Elections.
1. Upon the filing' of a petition for certification of an employee.
organization, the hoard shall submit two question:'! to the public em-
ployees at an election in an appropriate barJ.:"aining' unit. The first
question on the ballot shall permit the public employees to determine
whether or not such public employees desire exclusive bargaining
representation. The second question on the ballot shall list any" em-
ployee organization which has petitioned for certification or which
has presented proof satisfactory to the hoard of support of ten percent
or-more of the public employees in the appropr-iate unit.
2. If a majority of the votes east on the first question are in the
negative, the public employees shall not be represented by an ern-
ployee organization. If a majority of the voles cast on the first
question is in the affirmative, then the employee orjranization receiv-
ing a majority of the votes cast on the second Question shall represent
the public employees in an appropriate harJ.:"aining unit.
3. If none of the choices on the ballot receive the vote of a majority
of the public employees who coulrl he represented by an employee
organization, the hoard shall conduct a runoff election among the two
choices receiving the greatest number of votes.
4, Upon written objections tiled by any party to the election within
ten days lifter notice of the result» of the electron. if the board finds
that misconduct or other circumsturu-es prevented the public employees
elig-ible to vote from freely expressirur their preferences, the board
may inval idate the election and hold a second election for the public
emplovccs.
5. UPOll complotinn of a valid election in which the majority choice
of the employees who could he represented hy an employee organiza-
tion is determined. the board shall ccrt.if'y the results of the election
and ahall ):.IVC reasonable notice of the order to all employee organiza-
tions listed on the lurllnt, the public employers, and the public employ-
ee!'! in the npprourr..tc bnrgaininJ.:" unit.
6. A pet ition for cer tificution as an exclusive bargaining represelll.l-
tive shall not be considered by the hoarrl for a period of one year from
the date of the certification or noncertifuation of an exclusive bargain.
ing representative or during the duration of a collective bargaining
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agreement which .shaH not exceed tWOYC8rs. A collective bargai.ni.ll~
agreement with the state, its bouraH, commissions. departments, and
agencies shall he for two years and the etlective dale of :LilY such (l~rec.
mentsball be .Iuly fi.1·st of odd-numbered years. However, if a petition
for decertificatien is filed during the duration of a collective bargaining
agreement, the board shall award an election under this section not
more than one hundred eighty days: nor less than one hundred fifty
days prior to the expiration at' the collective bargaining agreement.
If an employee organization is decertified, the board may receive peti-
tions under section fourteen (14) of this Act, provided that no such
petition and no election conducted pursuant to such petition within
one year from decertification shall include as a party the decertified
employee organization.
SEC, 16. NEW SECTION. Duty to bargain, Upon the receipt by a
public employer of a request from an employee organization to bargain
on behalf of public employees, the duty to engage in collective bargain-
ing shall arise if the employee organization has been certified by the
board as the exclusive bargaining representative for the public em-
ployees in that bargaining unit.
SEC. 17. NEW SECTION. Procedures.
1. The employee organization certified as the bargaining representa-
tive shall be the exclusive representative of all public employees in the
bargaining unit and shall represent all public employees fairly. How-
ever, any public employee may meet and adjust individual complaints
wi~h a public employer.
2. The employee organization and the public employer may desig-
nate any individual as its representative to engage in collective bar-
gaining negotiations.
3. Negotiating sessions, ineludirur strategy meetings of public em-
ployers or employee organizations, mediation and the deliberative
process of arbitrators shall he exempt from the provisions of chapter
twenty-eight A (2BA) of the Code. Hear-ings conducted by arbitrators
shall be open to the public.
4. The terms of a proposed collective bargaining agreement shall he
made public and reasonable notice shall be given to the public employ-
ees prior to a ratification election. The collective bargaining agree-
ment shall become effective only if ratified by a majority of those
voting by secret ballot.
5. Terms of any collective hargaining agreement may be enforced
by a civil action in the district court of the county in which the agree-
ment was made upon the initiative of either party.
6. No collective bargaining agreement or arbitrators' decision shall
be valid or enforccahle if its implementation would be inconsistent
with any statutory limitation on the public employer's funds, sperid-
ing, or budget or would substantially impair or limit the performance
of any statutory duty by the public employer. A collective baq.;aining
agreement or arbitrators' award may provide for benefits conditional
upon specified funds to be obtained by the public employer. but the
agreement shall provide either for automatic reduction of such condi-
tional benefits or for additionnl bar~ainin~ If the funds are not
obtained or if a lesser amount is obtained.
7. If agreed to by the parties nothing in this Ad shall be construed
to prohibit supplementary barguini ng' on behalf of public employees
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in a part of the barf(aining unit concerning' matters IInifluely affecting
those public employees or eooperntion and coordination of bargaining
between two or more bargaining units.
8. The salaries of all public employees of the state under n merit
system and all other fringe benefits which arc ~rnlltl1d to IIU public
employees of the state shall he nczotiated with the ~ovcrnor or his
designee on a statewide basis, except those benefits which are not sub-
ject to negotiations pursuant to the provisions of section nine (9) of
this Act.
9. A public employee or an)' employee organization shall not nego-
tiate or attempt to negotiate directly with a member of the ~N'.'erning
board of a public employer if the public employer has appointed or
authorized a bargai ning representative for the purpose of hargaining
with the public employees 01' their representative, unless the member
of the governing board is the designated bargaining' representative of
the public employer.
SEC. 18. NEW SECTION. Grievance procedures. An agreement
with an employee organization which is the exclusive representative
of public employees in an appropriate unit may provide procedures
for the consideration of public employee g-ricvallces and of disputes
over the interpretation and application of agreements. Negotiated
procedures may prodde for binding arbitration of public employee
grievances and of disputes over the mterprctntion and application of
existing agreements. An arbitrutors decision on a grievance rrray not
change or amend the terms, conditions or applications of the collective
bargaining' agreement. Such procedures shall provide for the invoking
of arbitration only with the approval or the employee org-anization,
and in the case of an employee ~I'ic\'allcc. only with the approval of
the public employee. The costs of arbitration shall be shared equally
by the parties.
Public employees of the state shall follow either the grievance pro-
cedures provided in a collective lxrrgui ni np agreement. or in the event
that no such procedures are M provided. shall follow l!ricvance proce-
dures established pursuant to chapter nineteen A (l!JA) of the Code.
SEC. 19. NEW SECTION. Impasse procedures-c-uureemem of par-
ties. As the first step in the performance of their duty to bargain.
the public employer and the employee organization shall endeavor to
agree upon impasse procedurt-s. Such agreement shall provide for
implementation of these impasse procedures not later than one hun-
dred twenty days prior to the certified hudjrct submission date of the
public employer. If the partics fail tu llg-rec upon impasse procedures
under the provisions of this sect ron, the impasse procedures provided
in sections twenty (20), twenty-one (z l ) and twenty-two (22) of this
Act shall apply.
SEC. 20. NEW SECTION. Mediation. In the absence of an im-
passe agreement between the parties or the failure of either party to
utilize its procedures, one hundred twenty days prior to the ecrtified
budget submission date, the Lonrd shall, upon the request of either
party. appoint an impartial and disinterested person to act as medi-
ator. It shall be the function of the mediator to bring the parties
together to effectuate a settlement of the dispute, but the mediator
may not compel the parties to agree.
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n·~.Il ..·" shall consist of three members appointed
SEC, 21. NEW SECTION. ,"'act·finding. If the impa!'se persists
ten days after the mediator has he~n appointed, the board shall appoint
a fad-finder representative of tl1(1 public, from a lillt of qualified per-
sons maintained by the board. The fact-flmler l'Ihall conduct a hearinjr,
may administer oaths, and may request the board to issue subpoenas,
The fad-finder 8h;.111 make written findings of facts and recommenda-
tions for resolution of the dispute and, not later than fifteen days from
the day of appointment, shall serve such nndings on the public em-
.ployer and the certified employee organization.
The public employer and the certified employee oreamzation shall
immediately accept the fact-fmder's recommendation or shall within
five days submit the Iact-finders recommendations to the governing
body and members of the certified employee orzanization for accept-
ance or rejection. If the dispute continues ten days alter the report is
submitted, the report shan be made public by the board.
SEC. 22. NEW SECTION. Binding arbitrntinn.
1. If an impasse persists after the tindi ngs of fact and recommenda-
tions are made public by the Iact-finder, the parties rna}' continue to
negotiate or, the board shall have th.:· power, upon re-quest of either
party, to arrange for arbitration, which shall be binding. The request
for arbitration shall be in wr itimr and a copy of the request shall be
served upon the other party.
2. Each party shall submit to the board within four days of request
a final offer on the impasse items with proof of service of a copy upon
the other party. Each party shall also submit a copy of a draft of the
proposed collective bargaining :tj.!reement !I} the extent to which agree-
ment has been reached and the name of its selected nrliitrator. The
may continue hi negotiate all offers until an agreement is
reached or a hy the pane! of arbitrators.
As an the two parties may ag'ree to submit
the If the parties elinnot agree on the
the selection shall be made pursuant to
The full costs of urbitrntion under
",n"I,.'·<I f:qually the parti;~s to the dispute.
subrmssion of impasse Items to the arbitrators shall be
IS~;Ul:~S that had been cOIl;;lidered hy the Iuet-fiader and
not reached aureement. With respect to
boarcll1ward shall be restricted to the
Ilupa::5:lC item snhmltwd by the parties to the arbi-
recommendation of the f act-flnder on each
feaant! expenees of the chairman ().f the panel and all other coau of
arbitration shan be anared equ.ally.
6. If the third member haa not been selected within four days of
notification aa provided 8ubliection two (2) of thi3 section, a listof
three arbitrators shan be iubmitted to the parties by the board. The
two arbitrators selected by the public employer and the employee
organization shaH determine b)' lot which arbitrator sha]! remove the
first name from the list submitted by the board. Th~ arbitrator having
the right to remove the first name shall do so within two days and the
second arbitrator shaH have one additional day to remove one of the
two remaining names, The person whose name remains shall become
the chairman of the panel of arbitrators and sho.!l call a meeting within
ten days at a location designated by him.
6. If a vacancy should occur on the panel of arbitrators, the selee-
th:m for replacement of such member shaH be in the same manner and
within the same time limits as the original member was chosen. No
nnalsetection under subsection nine (9) of this section shall be made
by the board the vacancy has been filled.
7. The panel of arbitrators shan at no time engage in an effort to
mediate or otherwise settle the dispute in a.ny manner other than that
preseribedIn this section.
8. From the time of appointment until such time as the panel of
arbitrators makes its final determination, there shall be no discussion
concerning recommendation! for settlement of the dispute by the
members of the panel of arbitrators with parties other than those who
are direct parties. to the dispute. The panel of arbitrators may conduct
formal or informal hearings to discuss etters submitted by both
parties.
9. The panel ofar'bHratora. shall consider, in addition to any other
relevant factcrs, fonowing factors:
a. Past bargaining contracts between the parties includ-
ing the that led up to such contracts.
b. wages, hours and conditions of employment of the
involved public those of other public employees doing
comparable ccnsideraucn to fsctore peculiar to the area
and the claS8ificll'iUicms in'l.irol'li'pt1
c. The interests and of the public. the ability of the public
employer to economic adjustments and the effect of such
adjustments on normal standard of services.
d. The power public employer to levy taxes and appropriate
fund! for the of
10. The of of arbitrators mEty hold heart ngs and
administer oaths, examine and documents, take testimony
and subpoenas to compel the attendance of wit-
nesses and of records, and delegate such powers to
other members of arbitrators. The chairman of the panel
of arbitrators may the digtrict court at the Beat of government
or of the in any hearing 19 held to enforce the order of
the chairman the attendance witnesses and the produc-
tion of records.
11. A ......nr;, ..'f" of panel of arbitratore shall select within fifteen
daYI dter meeting most reesonable oner, in its; judgment,
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of the final offers on each hnpasse item submitted by the parties, or
the recommendatron« of the fact·finder on each impa!~..se item.
12. The selections by the panel of arbitrators and items "'Ilreed upon
by the public employer and the employee organizat ien, shall be deemed
to be the collective bargaining agrcl:(Ocnl between the parties,
13. The determination of the panel (if arbitrators shall be by major-
ity vote and shall be final and binding subject to the provisions of
section seventeen (17), subsection six (6). of this Act. The panel of
arbltratorashall give written explanation for its selection and inform
the parties of its decision.
SEC. 23. NEW SECTION. Legal actions. Any employee organiza-
tion and pub~ic employer may sue or be sued as an entity under the
provisions of this Act. Service upon the public employer shall be in
accordance with law or the rules of civil procedure. Nothing in this
Act shall be construed to make any individual or his assets liable for
any judgment against a public employer or an employee. organization.
SEC. 24. NEW SECTION. Notice and service, Any notice required
under the provisions of this Act shall be in writing, but service
thereof shall be sufficient if mailed by restricted certified mail, return
receipt requested addressed to the last known address of the parties,
unless otherwise provided in this Act. Refusal of restricted certified
mail by any party shall be considered service. Prescribed time perjods
shal! commence from the date of the receipt of the notice. Any party
may at any time execute and deliver an acceptance of service in lieu
of mailed notice,
SEC. 25. NEW SECTION. Internal conduct of employee organiza-
tions.
1. Every employee organization which is certified as a representa-
tive of public employees under the provisions of this Act shall file with
the board a registration report. signed by it!'! president or other appro-
priate officer. The report shall be in a form prescribed by the board
and shall be accompanied by two copies of the employee organization's
constitution and bylaws. A filing by a national or international em-
ployee or~anizationof its constitution and bylaws shall be accepted in
lieu of a filing of such documents by each subordinate organization.
All changes or amendments to such conatitutions and bylaws enall be
promptly reported to the board.
2. Every employee organization shall file with the board an annual
report and an amended report whenever changes are made. The
reports shall be in a form prescribed by the board, and shall provide
the following information:
a. The names and addresses of the organization. any parent organ-
ization or organizations with which it is affiliated, the principal offi-
cers, and all representatives.
b. The name and address of its local agent for service of process.
c. A general description of the public employees the organization
represents or seeks to represent.
d. The amounts of the initiation fee and monthly dues members
must pay,
E!. A pledge. in a form prescribed by the board. that the or-ganiza-
tion will comply with the laws of the state and that it will accept
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members without regard to age, race, sex, religion, national origin,
or physical disability as provided by law.
f. A financial report and audit.
3. The constitution or bylaws of every employee organization shall
provide that:
a. Accurate accounts of all income and expenses shall be kept, and
annual financial report and. audit shan. be prepared, such accounts
shall be open for inspection by any member of. the organization, and
loans to officers and agents: shall be made only on terms and conditions
available to all members.
b. Business or financial interests of its officers and agents, their
spouses, minor children, parents, or otherwise, that conflict with the
fiduciary obligation of such persons to the organization shall be pro-
hibited.
c. Every o·fficial or employee of an employee organization who han-
dles funds or other property of the organization, or trust in which an
organization is interested, or a subsidiary organization, shall be
bonded. The amount, scope, and form of the bond shall be deter-
mined by the board.
4. The governing rules of every employee organization shal] provide
for periodic elections by secret ballot subject to recognized safeguards
concerning the equal right of all members to nominate, seek office, and
vote in such elections, the right of individual members to participate
in the affairs of the organization, and fair and equitable procedures in
disciplinary actions.
5. The board shall prescribe rules and regulations necessary to gov-
ern the establishment and reporting of trusteeships over employee
organizations. Establishment of such trusteeships shall be permitted
only if the constitution or bylaws. of the organization set forth reason-
able procedures.
6. An-employee organization that has not registered or filed an
annual report. or that has failed to comply with other provisions of this
Act" shall not be certified. Certified employee organizations failing to
comply with this Act may have such certification revoked by the hoard.
Prohibitions may be enforced by injunction upon the petition of the
board to the district court of the county in which the violation occurs.
Complaints of violation of this section shall be filed with the hoard.
7. Upon the written request of any member of a certified employee
organization, the auditor of state may audit the financial records of
the certified employee organization.
SEC. 26. NEW SECTION. Employee organizations - political con-
tributions. An employee organization shall not make arry direct or
indirect contribution out of the funds of the employee organization to
any political party or organization or in support of any candidate for
elective public office.
Any employee organization which violates the provisions of this
section or fails to file any required report or affidavit or files a false
report or affidavit shall, upon conviction, be subject to a fine of not
more than two thousand dollars.
Any person who wWfully violates this section, or who makes a false
statement knowi og it to be false, or who knowingly fails to disclose a
material fact shall, upon conviction, be subject to ill fine or not more
than one thousand dollars or imprisoned for not more than thirty days
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or shall be subject to both such fine and imprisonment. Each indi-
vidual required to sign affidavits or reports under this PiediollshnU be
personally responsible for filing such report or affidavit and for any
statement contained therein he knows to be false.
Nothing in this section shall be construed to prohibit vcluraarv con-
tributions by individuals to poritical parties or candid ..tes.
Nothing in this section shall be eor.strucd to limit or deny any civil
remedy which may exist as a result of action which reay violate this
section.
SEC. 27. NEW SECTION. Conflid with federal aid. If any provi-
sion of this Act jeopardizes the receipt by the state or any of its politi-
cal subdivisions of any federal grant-in-aid funds or other federal allot-
ment of money, the provisions of this Act shall, insofar as the fund is
jeopardized, he deemed to he inoperative.
Editor's Note. This copy of Chapter 20, In5 10w3 Code, was re-
printed from the Acts of the 1974 Regular Session •. 65th Ge!1er:tl
Assembly. These sections appear in the Iowa Code WIth the designa-
tions "20.1. 20.2, etc."
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APPENDIX B
minnesota satisfaction questionnaire
Vocational Psychology Research
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
CoPyri9hl 1977
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Confidential
Your answers to the questions and all other information you give us will be held in strictest confidence.
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Name ___Todcy's Dote ~~_~~_ 19__
1. Check one: 0 Male o Female
2. When were you born? _ 19_
3. Circle the number of yean of schooling you completed:
4 5 678
Grade School
9 10 11 12
High School
13 14 15 16
College
17 18 19 20
Graduate or
Professional School
.4 What is your present job called? ~.__.._ .._. .. ~~~~ _
5. Whal do you do on your present job?
6. How long have you been on your present job? ... yeors months
7. What would you coil your occupation, your usual line of work?_._. _
-_ ....- .._----- ._-------------
8. How long have you been in this line of work? years _ ...~_~__ months
2
PERSONAL DATA SHEET
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1. SEX:
2. AGE:
3. EDUCATION:
Male
20-29
30-39
40-49
Female
---
50-59
60 and over
Less than a bachelors degree
Bachelors degree
Masters degree
---
Higher than a masters degree
4. TEACHING LEVEL:
K-6
7-12
5. TEACHING EXPERIENCE IN PRESENT SCHOOL:
0-9 years
10-19 years
6. TOTAL TEACIHNG EXPERIENCE:
0-9 years
10-19 years
20-29 years
30 and over
20-29 years
30 and over
7. HAS YOUR PRESENT JOB BEEN REDUCED OR ELIMINATED FOR
THE 1981-82 SCHOOL YEAR?
Yes
No
minnesota satisfaction Questionnaire
The purpose of this questionnaire is to give you a chance to tell how you feel about yau.r present lob,
what things you are satisfied with and what things you are not satisfied with.
On the basis of your answers and those of people like you, we hope to get a better unden.tanding of the
things people like and dislike about their lobs.
On the following pages you will find statements about your present job.
Read each statement carefully.
Decide how satisfied you feel about the aspect of your job described by the statement.
Keeping the statement in mind:
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- if you feel that your job gives you more than you expected, check the box under "Very Sat."
(Very Satisfied);
- if you feel that your job gives you what you expected, check the box under "Sat." (Satisfied);
- if you cannot make up your mind whether or not the job gives you what you expected, check
the box under "N" (Neither Satisfied nor Dissatisfied);
~ If you feel that your job gives. you leu than you expected. check the box under "Dlnat."
(Dissatisfied);
- if you feel that your [ob gives you much less than you expected, check the box under "Very
Olssat." (Very Dissatisfied).
Remember: Keep the statement in mind when deciding how satisfied you feel about that aspect of
your job.
Do thi" for all statements. Please onswer every item.
Be frank Clnd honest. Give o true picture of your feelings about your present lob.
3
Asic yourself, How satisfied am I with this aspect 0# my job?
Very Sat. means I am very satisfied with this aspect of my iob.
Sat. means 1 am satisfied with this aspect of my job.
N means I can't decide whether .1 am satisfied or not with this aspect 0# my job.
Dissat. means I am dissatisfied with this aspecf 01 my job.
Very Dissat. means I am very dissatisfied with this aspect of my [ob.
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~ CJ
r-,
L..-i
~
U U
Very
N Sol. SUi
On my present 'ob, this is how I 'ee' about .
1. The chance to be of service to others.
2. The chance to tryout some of my own ideas.
3. Being able to do the job without feeling it is morally wrong.
4. The chance to work by myself.
5. The variety in my work.
6. The chance to have other workers look to me for direction.
7. The chance to do the kind of work that I do best.
8. The social position in the community that goes with the job.
9. The policies and practices toward employees of this compony.
10. The way my s.upervisor and I understand each other.
11 My [ob securiry.
12. The amount of pay for the work I do.
13. The working conditions (healing. lighting, ventilation, 13K) on Ihis job.
14. The opportunities for advancement on this iob.
15. The technical "know-how" of my supervisor.
16. The spirit of cooperation among my co-workers.
17. The chance 10 be responsible lor plonning my work.
18. The way I am noticed when I do a good job.
19. Being able to see the results of the work I do.
20. The chance to be active much of the time.
21 The chance to be of service to people.
22. The chance to do new and original things on my own.
23. Being able to do things that don't go againsl my religious beliefs.
24. The chonce to work alone on the job.
25. The chance to do different things from lime to lime.
Very
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[J 0
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[J
o
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o
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Ask yourself, How satisfied am I with this aspect of my job?
Very Sat. means I am ve,y satisfied with this aspect of my job.
Sat. means I am satisfied with th.is aspect of my job.
N means I can't decide whether I am satisfied 0' not with this aspect of my job.
Dissat. means I am dissatisfied with this aspect of my job.
Very Dinat. means I am ve,y dissatisfied with this aspect ·of my job.
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50. The way my boss bach up his/her employee. (with top mon.ogement). 0
Vert
Daloi Dil:to! N
On my present job, this is how I feel about ..
26. The chance to tell other workers how to do things.
27. The chance to do work that is well suited to my abilities.
28. The chance to be "somebody" in the community.
29. Company policies and the way in which they are administered.
30. The way my boss handles his/her employees.
31. The way my lob provides for a secure future.
32. The chance to make as much money as my friends.
33. The physical surroundings where 1 work.
34. The chances of getting ahead on this job.
35. The competence of my supervisor in making decisions.
36. The chance to develop close friendships with my co-workers.
37. The chance to make decisions on my own.
38. The way I get full credit for the work I do.
39. Being able to toke pride in 0 job well done.
40. Being able to do something much of the time.
41. The chance to help people.
42. The chance to try something different.
43. Being able to do things that don't go agoinst my conscience.
44. The chance to be alone on the job.
45. The routine in my work.
46. The chance to supervise other people.
47. The chance to make use of my best abilities.
48. The chance to "rub elbows" with importont people.
49. The way employees are informed about company policies.
o
Very
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Ask yourself, How s·atisfied am I with this aspect 0# my job?
Very Sat. means I am very satisfied with this aspect of my job.
Sat_ means I om satisfied with this aspeci of my job.
N means I can't decide whether I am satisfied or not with this aspect of my job.
Dissat. means I am dissatisfied with this aspect of my job.
Very D/ssat. means I am very dissatisfied with this ospect of my job.
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67 The chance to do something that makes use of my abilities.
68 The chonce 10 be imporla:nt in the eyes of others.
69 The way company policies are put into practice.
70. The woy my boss tokes care of Ihe complaint; of his/her employees.
71 How steady my lab is
72, My pay ond the amount of work I do.
73. The physical working conditions of the [ob.
74. The chances for o dvc nc ernent on this job.
75. The way my bOH provides help an hard problems.
On my present lob, this Is how I feel about __
51. The way my lob provides for steady employment.
52 .. How my pay compares wilh thaI for similor jobs in other companies.
53. The pleasantness of the working conditions.
5.t The way promotions are given 01.11 on this [ob.
55. The way my boss delegates work to others.
56. The friendliness of my co-workers.
57. The chonce to be responsible for the work of others.
5R The recognition I get for the work I do.
59 Being able to do something worthwhile.
60. Being able to stay busy.
61 The chance 10 do things for other people.
62. The cbonce to develop new and better ways 10 do Ihe [ob.
63. The clwnce to do things that don't harm other people.
64 The chance to work independently of others.
65. The chance to do something diRerent every day.
66 The chorice to tell what to do.
Vory Very
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Ask yours ell, How satisfied am I with this aspect of my ,ob?
Very Sat. means I am very satisfied with this aspect of my job.
Sat. means I am sotisfied with this aspect of my job.
N means J can't decide whether I am satisfied or not with this aspect of my job.
Dissat. means I am dissatisfied with this aspect of my job.
Very Dissat. means I am very dissatisfied with this aspect of my job.
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On my present job, this is how I feel about . . .
76. The way my co-workers are easy to make friends with.
77. The freedom to use my own judgment.
78. The way they usually tell me when I do my job well.
79. The chance to do my best at all times.
BO. The chance to be "on the go" all the time.
81. The chance to be of some small service to other people.
82. The chance to try my own methods of doing the job.
83. The chance to do the job without feeling I am cheating anyone.
84. The chance to work away from others
8S. The chance to do many different things on the job.
86. The chance to tell others what to do.
87 The chorrc e to make use of my abilities and .kills.
BB. The chance to have a definite place in the community.
89. The way the company treats its employees.
90. The personal re loriorwhip between n,y boss and his/her ernptovees.
91 The way layoffs and tronslers ore ovoided in my
92 ":ow my POI' corn po res with that of other worker s.
9::1. The working conditions.
9<1. My cho nc e s lor advancement.
95. The way my boss trains his Iher employees.
96. The way my co-workers get a.long with each other.
97 The responsibility 01 my job,
't!t The praise I get lor doing 0 good lob.
99. The feeling of occ omplivhrne nt I get {r om the lob.
100. Being able to keep busy all Ihe lime.
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APPENDIX C
MSQ Scales
1. Ability utilization. The chance to do something
that makes use of my abilities.
2. Achievement. The feeling of accomplishment I get
from the job.
3. Activity. Being able to keep busy all the time.
4. Advancement. The chances for advancement on this
job.
The chance to tell other people whatAuthority.5.
to do.
6. Company policies and practices. The way company
policies are put into practice.
7. Compensation. My pay and the amount of work I do.
8. Co-workers. The way my co-workers get along with
each other.
9 • Creat The chance to try my own methods of
ing the job.
10. Independence.
11. ral values.
The chance to work alone on the job.
Being able to do things that don't
go against my conscience.
12. Rec i tion. praise I get for doing a good
job.
13. The freedom to use my own judg-
ment.
14.
loyment.
The way my job p s for s
15. Social service. The chance to do things for
102
other people.
16. Social status. The chance to be II somebody" in
The way my boss
the community.
17. Supervis£on--human relations.
handles his men.
18. Supervision--technical. The competence of my
supervisor in making decisions.
19. Variety. The chance to do different things from
time to time.
20. Working conditions. The working conditions.
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APPENDIX D
Letter to Superintendents
March 3D, 1981
Dear Fellow Superintendent:
As part of a research project of the College of Educa-
tion at Drake Universi ty, I am undertaking a study to
measure job satisfaction levels of teachers in Iowa schools.
Education of children should be a common goal of
boards of education, teachers, administrators, and
community people. Should employee satisfaction levels
influence the realization of that goal, it is important
that educators study those satisfaction levels and select
strategies that will either maintain or improve upon those
levels.
Five teachers from your school district have been
selected to complete the highly regarded Minnesota
Satisfaction Questionnaire. All teachers and schools have
been selected at random and complete anonymity will be
maintained.
All teachers will receive their questionnaires by
direct mail and they are to return them directly to me.
Their input will be beneficial to teachers, administrators,
and boards of education.
Your consideration of this matter is most appreciated.
Sincerely yours,
Mike Book
Superintendent of Schools
Doctoral Candidate
Drake University
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